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ABSTRACT 
iii 
The purpose of this study is to examine whether an 
Authoritative parenting style by a woman's father has an 
effect on her Concept of God and Spiritual Well-being. 
The Children's Report of Parent's Behavior Inventory 
(CRPBI), two Concept of God scales, and the Spiritual 
Well-being scale were given to a randomly chosen sample 
of 200 women from Messiah College. A total of 127 women 
responded to the questionnaire. 
It was hypothesized that there would be significant 
relationships between the three scores derived from the 
CRPBI (Acceptance vs. Rejection, Psychological Autonomy 
vs. Psychological Control, and Firm Discipline vs. Lax 
Discipline) and the number of years father was absent (0 
to 16) with Spiritual Well-being, Existential Well-
iv 
being, Religious Well-being, and the Concept of God 
scales (Wrathful, Traditional Christian, Kindness, 
Omniness, Deisticness, Loving God, and Controlling God). 
It was also hypothesized that a weighted linear 
combination of the three scores from the CRPBI and the 
number of years father was absent from the home would 
account for greater variance in Spiritual Well-being and 
Concept of God than single correlations between the 
scores. 
The data was tested by Multiple Regressions. 
Father Acceptance was related to Spiritual Well-being, 
Existential Well-being, Religious Well-being, and God as 
Kind and Loving. Psychological Control negatively 
related to Spiritual Well-being, Existential Well-being, 
Religious Well-being, God as loving, and positively 
related to viewing God as Wrathful and Controlling. Lax 
Discipline and Father Absence were not related to any of 
the Spiritual Well-being or Concept of God variables. 
A weighted combination of the three scores on the 
CRPBI, and father absence did not account for greater 
variance on Spiritual Well-being and its subscales, or 
the Concept of God scales. 
Many factors enter into the development of a view of 
God, a sense of well-being about a relationship with 
Him, and a sense of satisfaction with life. This 
research indicates that fathers play a significant role 
in this development. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Someone once said, "Fathers have long been the 
forgotten parents, daughters the forgotten offspring" 
(Michael Lamb cited in Fields, 1983, p. 6). This is 
changing. With the advent of the women's movement 
increased emphasis has been placed on fathers, on 
daughters, and on their relationships. In the past 
decade a number of books have been published chronicling 
father-daughter relationships, or lack of relationships, 
and the effect of these relationships on women's lives 
(Anderson, 1983; Appleton, 1981; Fields, 1983; Hamilton, 
1977; Hammer, 1982; Kopp, 1979; Laiken, 1981; Leonard, 
1982; Meister, 1981; Rue, & Shanahan, 1978; Wakerman, 
1984; Woolfolk, & Cross, 1982). 
Research has indicated that the quality of the 
relationship between the father and child is 
significantly related to cognitive developement, moral 
development, achievement motivation, and sex-role 
development (Lynn, 1974). Parents' influence in the 
home was found to revolve around three orthogonal 
dimensions, acceptance, firm control, and psychological 
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autonomy. These dimensions are important in 
understanding the relationship of parent behavior to the 
child's personality development (Becker, 1964; Goldin, 
1969; Roe & Siegelman, 1963; Schaefer, 1965a & b; 
Siegelman, 1965). Taken together these three dimensions 
form a parenting style that can be referred to as 
authoritative (Baumrind, 1971). Parents who are 
authoritative (high love and high control) have children 
with attributes which are commonly associated with high 
levels of personality adjustment. 
Do the dimesions of paternal acceptance and 
paternal control have any impact on a woman's spiritual 
development? Do women whose fathers were authoritative 
have higher levels of spiritual well-being than other 
women? Do women whose fathers were authoritative have 
better images of God? Since the days of Freud it has 
been thought that children's concept of God is based 
upon a projection of their father. Past research has 
indicated this may not necessarily be true. This 
research has focused on comparing adjectives to describe 
God with adjectives to describe self and parents. Past 
research has not looked at the relationship between the 
quality of a woman's relationship with her father and 
the quality of her relationship with God. This study 
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attempts to examine the importance of a woman's 
relationship with her father and discover whether his 
parenting style affects her view of God and level of 
spiritual well-being. 
The rest of this chapter will review the 
literature on theories of feminine development, the 
research on the effects of father absence on 
heterosexual personality adjustment, dimensions of 
father's behavior and adjustment, as well as reviewing 
the literature on Concept of God and Spiritual Well-
being. In addition, this chapter will include 
definitions of the terms used, and set forth the 
hypotheses of the study. 
Review of Literature 
The importance of fathers in female development has 
been a topic of new interest in the popular psychology 
literature; unfortunately researchers have not followed 
along as quickly. Although more research has been done 
on the father's role, most research has emphasized the 
father-son relationship. A major portion of the 
research on father-daughter relationships has centered 
on the father's contribution to feminine identity and 
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subsequent heterosexual relationships (Acheson, 1977; 
Fleck, Fuller, Malin, Miller, & Acheson, 1980; Johnson, 
M. M., 1982; Kristal, 1979; Musser, 1982), and 
personality adjustment (Fish & Biller, 1973; Fleck, et 
al., 1980; & Ragland, 1978). Since most of the research 
has focused on the father's role in feminine development 
we will begin by looking at the basic theories that 
explain the impact of the father on feminine 
development. 
Theories of Feminine Development 
One of the areas where the father is believed to 
have the biggest impact on his daughter is in her 
feminine development. There are three basic theories 
which have attempted to explain the father's role in his 
daughter's feminine development. The three theories are 
psychoanalytic theory, social learning theory, and 
Parson's social role theory. 
Psychoanalytic Theory 
The traditional psychoanalytic view of feminine 
development revolves around successful completion of the 
oedipal conflict. Freud (1933) stated that both boys 
and girls pass through the early phases of development 
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in the same way. He suggested in the phase of pre-
oedipal attchment the mother is the central figure and 
primary love object for all children. During this phase 
the child's relationship to her mother can be described 
by what Forrest (1966) calls "primary dependency". The 
child is characterized by infantile survival needs. The 
oedipal conflict begins at the end of the attachment 
phase when the little girl begins to differentiate and 
become aware of herself as a separate identity. During 
the oedipal conflict the female switches love-objects 
from the mother to the father when she discovers she 
does not have a penis. Freud (1933) theorized that 
this led to feelings of inferiority, and therefore the 
girl became angry at her mother and blamed her for her 
lack of a penis. The young girl then attempts to 
replace her mother in her father's affections. During 
this phase it is not uncommon for a little girl to be 
openly seductive toward her father, and to be open in 
her contempt for her mother. 
The resolution of the oedipal stage arises when the 
girl begins to realize that she will never replace her 
mother in her father's life and she begins to fear she 
will lose her mother's love. This fear of retaliation 
from the mother in the form of loss of love is the 
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primary motivation to repress the sexual fantasies 
involving the father. 
Freud did not offer much hope for females in 
resolving their oedipal conflict. He believed that this 
fear is not as strong in girls as the fear of castration 
is for boys, and therefore males develop a stronger 
identification with their fathers than girls do with 
their mothers. Internalization of the father's 
prohibitions and the fear of the father's retaliatory 
measures directly relates to the formation of the 
superego or conscience. Freud believed that since the 
girl's fear is less, and because the identification and 
internalization is not as complete, the girl has an 
underdeveloped superego or conscience. Freud theorized 
that unless the father discouraged the young girl's 
fantasies she may not develop an adequate superego, 
resulting in her acting out the oedipal conflict later 
in life. 
Henry Biller (1971) states "the father can foster 
the establishment of a positive feminine sex-role 
orientation by treating his daughter as a female and 
encouraging her to value her femininity" (p. 129). 
Marjorie Leonard (1966) stresses the importance of the 
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father's role in successful resolution of the oedipal 
phase. She states: 
Following the oedipal conflict, the girl must 
establish a desexualized object-relationship 
to her father, enable her later to accept the 
feminine role without guilt or anxiety and to 
give love to a young man in her peer group ••. 
Crucial to the girl's development is whether 
or not her father was available to her as a 
love-object and whether or not he was capable 
of offering her affection without being 
seduced by her fantasies, or seducing her with 
his counter-oedipal feelings (pp. 332-333). 
Lora Tessman {1982) states that the father can foster a 
positive de-sexualized relationship by his willingness 
to involve himself in the process. The father can do 
this by appreciating the daughter's femininity, and by 
encouraging her autonomy. Tessman states this is done 
by more than a distant pride. The father needs to treat 
his daughter as an interesting person in her own right; 
and he needs to show trust in her developing autonomous 
capacities during joint endeavors. He also has to 
exhibit his own capacity for excitement or enthusiasms 
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about discovery in work or play as he invites his 
daughter to participate in areas of mastery with him. 
The father's role is equally important at the time 
of puberty. During adolescence oedipal issues 
resurface. Sexual behavior and attitudes exhibited as 
the adolescent female begins to interact more frequently 
with males of her own_ age are directly related to how 
the girl and her father experienced the earlier oedipal 
situation. If the girl has developed transparent, 
affectionate, de-sexualized interactions with her father 
she will be free of guilt or anxiety in relationships 
with males her own age. Colarusso and Nemiroff (1982) 
note that when the adolescent daughter begins to date, 
many oedipal feelings are stirred up in the middle-aged 
father by the introduction of a competitor. The father 
may feel like a neglected outsider as he observes a 
sexually charged relationship involving someone he 
loves. These feelings may be similar to what he 
experienced as a child. The father may respond by 
attempting to dominate and control the dating 
relationship, or he may involve himself in it 
inappropriately through excessive interest or teasing. 
Leonard (1966) and Tessman (1982) both stress the 
importance of the father's resolution of his own oedipal 
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conflict. If the father is unable to provide the de-
sexualized affection his daughter needs "his counter-
oedipal response provokes inappropriate defense measures 
which will then be reciprocated in his daughter's 
response" (Leonard, 1966, p. 332). 
If for some reason the father is absent or 
unavailable and the oedipal conflict is not resolved 
optimally, Leonard (1966) theorizes that one of two 
results may occur. The daughter may develop an 
idealized image of her father. This idealization may 
lead her to continually seek a love object similar to 
this ideal, but she will never be satisfied with the men 
she meets. The second result may be that a pre-oedipal 
narcissistic attitude may persist. The girl becomes 
unable to give love, but she seeks the narcissistic 
gratification in being loved. She may use her awareness 
of being attractive to boys to fulfill her need for 
adulation, and she may use sexuality as a means to that 
end. Cameron (1963) refers to this type of woman as 
being an emotionally immature adult who appears 
incapable of forming permanent and meaningful love 
relationships. 
If the father is seductive towards his daughter due 
to his own poorly defended counter-oedipal wishes, 
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similar results may occur. The girl may have anxiety in 
her relationship with men due to a fear of her inability 
to control her sexual impulses, or she may develop 
conscious or unconscious hostility toward men as a 
defense against her unconscious oedipal wishes. The 
girl may seek to replace her father with a love object 
which satisfies her unconscious oedipal wishes. 
To summarize, the psychoanalytic theories emphasize 
the resolution of the oedipal conflict in the 
establishment of feminine development. Leonard (1966) 
and Tessman (1982) both stress the importance for the 
daughter in experiencing a warm, affectionate, de-
sexualized relationship with a father who has encouraged 
and affirmed the daughter's developing femininity. In 
order for this to happen the father must be secure 
enough in his own identity to enable the daughter to 
become secure in hers. Failure to resolve the oedipal 
conflict results in disturbance in future heterosexual 
relationships. Research which seems to substantiate the 
role of the father in subsequent heterosexual 
relationships will be addressed in a following section. 
Social Learning Theory 
The Social Learning theory holds that the daughter 
uses her parents as role models and is reinforced by 
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both parents for feminine behavior. Learning theorists 
such as Mowrer (1950) and Sears (1957) focused upon the 
importance of parental nurturance in the rewarding of 
the child's sex-appropriate behaviors. The child 
becomes strongly dependent on the parents for supplying 
nurturance, and learns to perform those behaviors which 
the parents reward. Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) 
concluded that mothers have the predominant role in the 
sex typing of the young child because she is available 
as a model during the child's early years. Lynn (1974) 
reports that some social learning theorists have made 
much of the boy's need to shift his identification from 
his mother to his father in order to establish his 
masculinity. The boy must look to his peers and other 
significant adults to help him define the masculine role 
by selectively reinforcing masculine behavior and 
punishing feminine behavior. However, social learning 
theorists do not emphasize the father-daughter 
relationship (Biller, 1971). 
Some social learning theorists have found that a 
child will model after a person she envies or who 
possesses more power than she (Bandura & Walters, 1963; 
Kagan, 1958). Hetherington (1965) found children of 
both sexes tended to imitate the parent who was 
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dominant. If the mother was dominant girls tended to be 
more similar to the mother; if the father was dominant 
the girls were more similar to the father than were the 
girls in mother-dominant homes. Therefore, it appears 
that girls imitate their mothers whether or not she is 
dominant, but if the father is dominant, then the girls 
incorporate some of his traits into their personality. 
Biller (1971) believes that the key lies in the father's 
reinforcing the non-dominant mother's femininity thereby 
reinforcing their daughters in becoming like their 
mothers. He states: 
However, in terms of the father's ability to 
reward particular behaviors it can be argued 
that he has a significant influence on his 
daughter's personality development. Paternal 
reinforcement of the girl's attempts to 
emulate her mother's behavior, and the 
father's general approval of the mother's 
behavior, seems particularly important (p. 
13 0) • 
The social learning theory has stressed the 
father's role as a reinforcer and as a role model. By 
serving in these roles the father contributes to his 
daughter's feminine development. 
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Parsons' Theory 
Talcott Parsons introduced his sex-role theory in 
1955. He viewed the mother as very influential in the 
child's personality development, but not as significant 
as the father in the child's sex-role functioning 
(Biller, 1971). Parsons differentiated between two 
types of roles, instrumental and expressive. He 
believed that father plays an "instrumental" role in the 
family, and mother plays an "expressive" role in the 
family. 
Father is the model of the instrumental role in the 
family. He is society's representative within the 
family, and the family's representative within society. 
He brings into the home the values of society such as 
socially appropriate behavior, culturally based 
conceptions of masculinity and femininity, the ability 
to delay gratification, and the disciplined pursuit of 
goals. He pries the children loose from mother-
dependency so that they can grow up and become 
responsible adults in society. He supplies authority, 
discipline, and sound judgment. Furthermore, he has the 
ability to absorb the hostility generated by fulfilling 
his role (Lynn, 1974). 
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The mother, as the representative of the expressive 
role focuses her attention on the internal relationships 
of the family. She keeps the family running smoothly by 
facilitating conflict resolution between siblings, and 
between father and children. 
Parsons' theory holds that both boys and girls are 
raised principally by the mother and she has an 
expressive relationship with both of them. However, the 
father rewards his male and female children differently. 
He encourages instrumental behavior in his son, and 
expressive behavior in his daughter. 
Research has supported Parsons' theory. Tasch 
(1952) found that father's viewed their daughters as 
more delicate and sensitive than their sons. He also 
found that fathers used physical punishment more 
frequently with their sons than with their daughters. 
They also tended to define household tasks in terms of 
their sex appropriateness; girls were to wash clothes 
and babysit their siblings. Lewis and Weintraub (1976) 
observed that fathers engage in more rough-and-tumble 
play with boys, and more cuddling and comforting play 
with girls. Goodenough (1957) observed much 
encouragement from fathers to their daughters to develop 
in social interaction. Eisenberg, Henderson, Kuhlmann, 
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and Hill (1967) found that six and ten year old children 
perceive their fathers a more instrumentally nurturant 
and their mothers as more affectionately nurturant. 
Parsons believed that the daughter's identification 
was through the mother. He stated the female is 
prevented from significant interactions with her father 
because of the erotic elements in the relationship. 
Therefore, the mother-daughter bond is stronger and the 
female identifies primarily with her. The father 
encourages the young girl to model after her mother. 
Johnson (1963) disagreed with Parsons on the source 
of sex-role identification. She proposed that sex-role 
orientation of both males and females results from 
identification with the father. She stated the young 
girl's sex-role behavior is learned via a reciprocal 
role that she learns as she interacts with her father. 
In Johnson's view it is imperative for the father to be 
expressive as well as instrumental. She proposes that 
through her interactions with her father the daughter 
learns expressiveness in a more mature form than the 
earlier infantile expressiveness that she learned as a 
result of her relationship with her mother. This theory 
implies that daughters of fathers who are unavailable or 
unable to be expressive may miss some critical training 
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in sex-appropriate behavior. The interations that 
daughter has with her father are crucial in order to 
develop the necessary skills for comfortable 
interactions with men. 
Summary 
Psychoanalytic, social learning, and Parsons' 
theories all emphasize that the father plays an 
important role in feminine development. The 
psychoanalysts began by emphasizing the need for an 
intimate but de-sexualized relationship between the 
father and daughter to enhance future development. They 
stated that the critical times in this relationship 
during the oedipal conflict, and during puberty. The 
social learning theories emphasized the importance of the 
father as a model and reinforcer. Parsons emphasized 
the differences between the roles of parents 
within the family, and Johnson added to this by 
emphasizing the importance of the father's ability to be 
warm and expressive as well as instrumental in his 
relationship to his daughter. The need for warm, 
accepting relationships where the daughter's femininity 
is valued seems to be key in healthy development . 
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Review of Research Findings 
The theories previously reviewed provide a 
framework for the research done on father-daughter 
relationships. In this section the research regarding 
the impact of the father upon his daughter will be 
summarized, as well as research on father absence. This 
section will conclude by discussing the two dimensions 
of father's behavior that have been found to be 
significant for healthy personality development. 
Research on Father Absence 
It has been observed that most of the information 
gathered about the importance of the father has been 
derived from the extensive research on father absence 
(Lamb, 1975). Once again, most of this research has 
been done on the effects of father absence on the lives 
of their sons. The research on fatherless women is 
scarce. Yet, as of 1984 there were five and a half 
million girls in the United States growing up without a 
father (Wakerman, 1984). This statistic implies that 
the research on father absence has a practical value in 
our society. 
Father Absence and Heterosexual Development. Most 
of the research done on father absence and female 
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development has focused on the relationship between 
father absence and heterosexual development. A classic 
study was done by Mavis Hetherington (1972) on the 
effects of father absence on adolescent females' 
heterosexual adjustment and personality development. 
From previous research Hetherington concluded that there 
was minimal relationship between father absence and the 
development of daughters during preschool and elementary 
school years. However, as the girl approached 
adolescence the effects of her paternal deprivation 
began to emerge, thus supporting Leonard's theory (1966) 
regarding the re-emergence of the previous oedipal 
conflict in adolescence. 
Hetherington found that girls whose father's were 
absent before five experienced the most difficulties in 
heterosexual interactions. Hetherington also found that 
there was a difference in the way the girls whose 
parents were divorced related to men and the way those 
whose fathers had died related to men. She found the 
daughters of widows exhibited greater inhibition, 
rigidity, avoidance, and restraint around males, whereas 
the daughters of divorcees exhibited greater proximity 
seeking and attention from males, early heterosexual 
behavior, and various forms of nonverbal communication 
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associated with openness and responsiveness. 
Hetherington also noted evidence of more negative 
feelings toward the father in the daughters of divorcees 
than in the daughter of widows. The daughters of widows 
described their fathers as warmer and more competent 
than the daughters of divorced parents. 
Elyce Wakerman (1984) states that as long as the 
daughter can keep her perfect fantasy father she is 
protected from the imperfection of reality, past or 
present. She explains the hostility exhibited by the 
daughters of divorce as a protective shield. Her father 
stands as a living symbol justifying her distrust. 
Since her father walked out on her, she seeks male 
approval with a vengeance hoping to obscure the paternal 
rejection. Wakerman's survey indicates daughters whose 
father was deceased described him as more warm and 
loving, good to mother, special, and tender than women 
whose father were absent through divorce, or women whose 
father was present. More women who lost their father 
through divorce characterized him as indifferent, weak, 
and irresponsible than either of the other two groups. 
This lends support to the theory that daughters of 
widows idealized their fathers and daughters of 
divorcees felt the most negative toward the male parent. 
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Research on the hetersexual adjustment of college 
age females from father absent homes is contradictory. 
A study by Hainline and Feig (1978) attempted to 
partially replicate Hetherington's study on college age 
females. Their results indicate father-absent subjects 
did not behave significantly different with male 
interviewers, as they did in Hetherington's study. 
However, Hainline and Feig did note that attitudinal 
differences about the acceptability of sexual behaviors 
did occur. The daughters of widows tended to have 
stricter views about sexual behavior than other 
subjects. They noted that differences did not extend to 
reports of actual sexual activity. Kristal (1979) and 
Musser (1982) both found that daughters who lost their 
fathers by divorce tended to be more promiscuous in 
their heterosexual relationships. Kristal (1979) did 
not find a significant difference between women whose 
father was absent due to death or divorce. 
Hetherington (1973) concluded " ••• The effects of 
father absence on females may find its most important 
evidence in the lives of mature women" (p. 52). A later 
study by Hetherington (Hetherington & Parke, 1979) found 
that daughters of divorcees tended to marry earlier and 
were more likely to be pregnant at the time of marriage. 
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A nationwide survey conducted by Elyce Wakerman (1984) 
on father absent women, where the mean age was 42 years, 
found that women who did not have father or a step-
father reported falling in love later. Women with step-
fathers report earlier sexual experience. Wakerman also 
found fatherless women under the age of 25 "do have a 
penchant for disappointing romances" (p. 194). Within 
the fatherless group daughters of divorce had a greater 
tendency than daughters of widows to pursue destructive 
relationships. Wakerman also found that one third of 
the married fatherless women had been married more than 
once compared to one seventh of women from intact homes. 
Her survey and interviews appear to confirm 
Hetherington's study. 
These studies on father absence confirm that the 
father plays an important role in future heterosexual 
relationships. If the father is absent the female is 
likely to engage in heterosexual behavior earlier, and 
to feel more anxiety in the dating situation. There is 
a tendency for women who lost their father young to 
overidealize his memory, or become negative towards this 
parental figure. Either way some generalization occurs 
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towards all males and effects future heterosexual 
relationships. As Wakerman wrote: 
The girl who lost her father at an early age, 
owing to death or divorce, was gravely 
disappointed by the first man she ever loved. 
As a child, she interpreted his absence as a 
personal rejection; as a young adult, she is 
likely to struggle through the rejection 
through her relationships with men (1984, p. 
198) . 
Father-absence and Personality Adjustment. Father 
absence has also been found to be related to other 
aspects of the daughter's life. Lynn and Sawrey (1959) 
found it may lead to increased dependency on the mother. 
Without the father the child misses the first 
opportunity to begin the separation-individuation 
process. Margaret Mahler characterizes the father as 
the "knight in shining armor" (Abelin, 1980, p. 152). 
He rescues the daughter from the dependence she has had 
on her mother. Abelim (1980) notes that girls have been 
observed to attach themselves earlier and more intensely 
to their fathers as compared to boys. 
Research indicates personality adjustment is also 
effected by father absence. Allen Baggett (1967), in a 
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study of father-present, father-separated by death, and 
father-separated for other reasons (separation,divorce, 
dessertion) among college age students found women whose 
fathers had died were less well adjusted than father-
present women, and that both groups of father-absent 
women were less well adjusted at home than father-
present women. Redding (1971) found that fewer children 
in classes for the emotionally disturbed had fathers 
living at home. Trunnell (1968) studied an outpatient 
population and found that the longer a child had been 
raised without a father, and the earlier the loss, the 
more severe the psychopathology. 
Father absent women were also found to have higher 
levels of delinquency (Freud & Burlingham, 1943; Koller, 
1971; Lynn, 1974). Lynn (1974) summarizes that "father 
absent girls may be more impulsive and may be less able 
to control their aggression than their father-present 
counterparts" (p. 264). Lynn also reports father loss 
has been related to alcoholism and suicide attempts in 
women. 
Summary. The loss of father early in life appears 
to have profound effects on a woman's development. It 
effects her view of her self, as women who lose their 
father early secretly fear that they were responsible 
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for his departure. The loss of a father effects future 
heterosexual relationships. Women who lose their father 
through death tend to idealize his image, and women who 
lose their father through divorce tend to view their 
father (and other males) as negative. Both groups of 
women tend to have unrealistic expectations in their 
relationships with men. Father absence also appears to 
result in problems in personality adjustment. Research 
has not looked extensively at the effects of divorce on 
women who are able to maintain a warm relationship with 
their noncustodial father. If the father remains 
involved in his daughter's life she may feel the 
acceptance needed to enhance her heterosexual and 
personality adjustment. Thus far, studies have not 
explored the relationship between father absence and 
spiritual development. 
Research on Father Presence and Daughter's 
Adjustment 
Father absent studies do not always provide a valid 
picture of the father's influence on children. Pederson 
(1976) recommended researchers study daughters of 
fathers who were present in the home. Recently, more 
research has been done on the role of father acceptance 
in sexual and personality development. 
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Father Acceptance and Heterosexual Adjustment. 
Research done on females from father present homes has 
focused in on the quality of the relationship as it 
relates to the daughter's heterosexual adjustment. Most 
of the research emphasized the importance of her 
father's level of acceptance on his daughter. Ragland 
(1978) studied the social and sexual self-esteem of 
women aged 18-22 who remembered their fathers as non-
accepting when they were aged 10-14. She found that 
these women reported themselves as low in sexual and 
social self-esteem. She also surveyed girls 12-14 and 
found that those who perceived their fathers as non-
accepting also reported low social and sexual self-
esteem. 
Acheson (1977) found that daughters who described 
their fathers as accepting engaged in heterosexual 
behaviors at a later age. This confirms Hetherington's 
(1972) study on heterosexual behaviors in daughters of 
divorcees discussed previously. The findings of Fleck, 
et. al., (1980) also confirm the importance of father 
acceptance in heterosexual adjustment. They found that 
college females whose father were psychologically absent 
engaged in heterosexual behaviors at a younger age. 
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Kristal (1979) found that women who had close, 
responsive fathers reported having more casual, friendly 
relationships with men, but were more discriminating 
about those men with whom they related sexually. Women 
who had distant fathers reported having fewer non-sexual 
relationships with men, as well as having many sexual 
relationships with men they knew and did not know well. 
Therefore, it appears that women who did not experience 
father acceptance engage in heterosexual behavior 
earlier, more often, and are less discriminating in 
sexual relationships than women who experienced 
acceptance. 
Research has also been done on the relationship 
between father's psychological absence and heterosexual 
behavior. Psychological absence was defined as a lack 
of perceived father acceptance. They found significant 
correlations related to earlier age of first involvement 
in heterosexual behavior (i.e. first kiss; first 
petting; first intercourse); and in anxiety in 
heterosexual dating situations (Acheson, 1977). Fleck, 
et al., (1980) also found significant correlations 
between father psychological absence and greater extent 
and frequency of heterosexual behaviors, and greater 
anxiety in dating situations. Musser (1982) failed to 
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confirm these earlier findings regarding father 
psychological absence. 
Father Acceptance and Personality Adjustment. 
Father acceptance has also been found to be 
significantly related to the daughter's overall 
personality adjustment. Girls with low levels of 
acceptance or without a father were found to have 
significantly higher levels of overall anxiety 
(Hetherington, 1972; Fleck, et al., 1980). 
Studies on self-esteem indicate that children who 
have warm and accepting fathers tend to have higher 
self-esteem, whereas fathers who are rejecting and 
neglecting seem to foster low self-esteem in their 
children (Coopersmith, 1967; Lynn, 1974). Rosenberg, 
(1965) and Marto (1982) found significant correlations 
between a father's self-esteem and the self-esteem of 
his daughter. 
Fish and Biller (1973) measured college women's 
perceptions of their relationships with their father and 
their personality adjustment on the Adjective checklist. 
They found that women who perceived their fathers as 
having been very nuturant and positively interested in 
them scored high on the personal adjustment scale of the 
Adjective checklist. Women who perceived their fathers 
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as rejecting had low scores on the personal adjustment 
measure. Fleck, et al., (1980) report that 
psychological absence by the father correlates with 
increased anxiety as a personality trait. Musser (1982) 
confirmed these findings. He found that as the level of 
father's acceptance increased, the daughter rated 
herself as having a higher level of personality 
adjustment. 
Summary. It appears that the father-daughter 
relationship relates to heterosexual adjustment and 
behavior, and personality adjustment. Daughters who 
report warm, nuturant, and accepting relationships with 
their father appear to engage in heterosexual behavior 
at later age, yet have more comfortable non-sexual 
relationships with men than do women who report 
rejecting relationships with their fathers. Accepting 
relationships also foster healthy personality 
development in women. 
Although heterosexual and personality adjustment 
has been related to feeling accepted by fathers, 
research has not been done on the relationship between 
father's acceptance and a woman's spiritual adjustment. 
This study examines this question. 
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Dimensions of Father's Behavior and Adjustment 
As previously established, the dimensions of 
perceived father acceptance is an important aspect of a 
female's overall adjustment. Along with the dimension 
of acceptance, a dimension of firm discipline or 
control, and a dimension of psychological autonomy have 
also been found to related to children's adjustment 
(Schaefer, 1965b). Schaefer (1965a) stated "a child's 
perception of his parents' behavior may be more related 
to his adjustment than is the actual behavior of his 
parents" (p. 413). Symonds (1939) was the first to 
determine that two major dimensions of parent behavior, 
acceptance-rejection and dominance-submission, seemed to 
relate to child's behavior. Schaefer (1959) derived a 
circumplex ordering the two dimensions for maternal 
behavior. Becker and Krug (1964) showed that this two-
dimensional circumplex ordering could be applied to 
paternal behavior as it related to both male and female 
children. 
Factor analysis of the inventory developed by 
Schaefer (1965a) indicated that there were three 
dimensions rather than two (Schaefer, 1965b). Schaefer 
identified the dimensions as acceptance verses 
rejection, psychological autonomy versus psychological 
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control, and firm control versus lax control. 
Acceptance verses rejection distinguishes parents who 
are perceived as detached and uninvolved from those who 
are perceived as accepting, affectionate, approving, 
understanding, sensitive to the child's needs and point 
of view, use much praise in discipline, and seek out the 
child and enjoy her company (Schaefer, 1959; Becker, 
1964). Psychological autonomy versus psychological 
control distinguishes parents who are perceived as using 
covert, psychological methods of controlling the child's 
activities and behaviors, therefore inhibiting 
individuation and autonomy. Parents who are percevied 
as firmly controlling as opposed to lax in control make 
rules and regulations, set limits on the child's 
activities, and enforce rules and limits (Schaefer, 
1965b). 
As previously discussed, perceived father 
acceptance has been shown to be related to many areas of 
adjustment for females. The dimension of control has 
not received as much attention in the research on 
father-daughter relationships. 
Early studies on parent-child relations found 
parents of delinquents were rejecting and either lax or 
erratic in their use of discipline (Gleuck & Glueck, 
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1950). In summarizing research on moral development 
Lynn (1974) found that a combination of a 
nonauthoritative, warm and interested father and an 
authoritative, warm, and involved mother tended to 
produce inadequate moral development in their daughter. 
This indicates that a warm, but authoritative father may 
be needed to enhance moral development in girls. 
An interesting study by Fischer (1973) explored the 
relationship between what he called casual behavior on 
the part of the father and frequency of orgasm in women. 
Casual behavior on the part of the father is defined as 
making few rules and not enforcing them, not thinking 
about, planning for, or worrying about the child. He 
found women whose fathers were demanding, set high 
standards, imposed strict regulations, valued honesty, 
morality, and the strict adherence to rules, while 
providing acceptance of the daughter as well as pride 
tended to be more orgasmic then women of casual fathers. 
In his classic study on self-esteem, Coopersmith 
(1967) concluded that definite limits and a set of rules 
was an important part of the development of high self-
esteem in children. If reasonable limits are placed on 
the child within a context of a positive relationship 
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the child will internalize a set of standards and values 
necessary for a secure identity. 
Crase, Foss, and Colbert (1981) used a modified 
version of Schaefer's Child's Report of Parental 
Behavior Inventory (CRPBI) to test children's perception 
of their parents' behavior and their own self-esteem. 
They found significant correlations between perceptions 
of father's behavior and self-concept on the dimens1ons 
of Control by Guilt and Inconsistent Discipline. They 
did not find correlations between lax discipline and 
self-esteem, a finding which contradicts Coopersmith's 
conclusions. If they had used the full form of the 
CRPBI results might have been more consistent with 
Coopersmith. However, their findings do support the 
conclusion that control by guilt and hostile control 
have a negative relationship with self-esteem. 
A study by McThomas (1976) also found high levels 
of father control beneficial to the development of high 
self-esteem in girls. Becker (1964), however, concluded 
that restrictive discipline fosters inhibited behavior. 
He found that warm-restrictive parents tended to have 
passive, well-socialized children. Baumrind (1968) 
found warm, controlling parents to have responsible, 
assertive, self-reliant children. The discrepancy found 
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in their results of these studies may be due to the 
differences in the definition of restrictiveness. In 
Becker's model restrictiveness seems to imply hostility 
as it enforces rules that restrict, bind, and stifle the 
child. In Baumrind's model restrictiveness deals with 
reasonable limit setting while encouraging individuality 
and autonomy. 
Diane Baumrind (1966, 1968, 1971) derived three 
types of parenting styles that correspond to the 
dimensions of acceptance and control. She labeled these 
styles authoritative (high control, high love), 
authoritarian (high control, low love), and permissive 
(high love, low control). 
The authoritarian parent attempts to shape, control 
and evaluate the child's behavior and attitudes 
according to set absolute standards. It is more 
important to these parents that the child obeys the 
absolute standards they set. Authoritarian parents may 
use punitive, forceful means to limit the child's 
expression of self-will in areas where his or her 
behavior or beliefs conflict with what is considered 
proper conduct. The child is expected to accept without 
question the parents word as right and verbal 
interchange is not encouraged. These parents would be 
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high on firm control, but low on psychological autonomy 
and acceptance. 
Baumrind describes the authoritative parent as one 
who attempts: 
to direct the child's activities but in a 
rational, issue-oriented manner. She 
encourages verbal give and take, and shares 
with the child the reasoning behind her 
policy. She values both expressive and 
instrumental attributes, both autonomous self-
will and disciplined conformity. Therefore 
she exerts firm control at points of parent-
child divergence, but does not hem the child 
in with restrictions. She recognizes her own 
special rights as an adult, but also the 
child's individual interests and special ways. 
The authoritative parent affirms the child's 
present qualities, but also sets standards for 
future conduct. She uses reason as well as 
power to achieve her objectives. She does not 
base her decisions on group consensus or the 
individual child's desires; but also does not 
regard herself as infallible or divinely 
inspired (1968, p. 261). 
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The authoritative parent is high in both control and in 
acceptance, while allowing the child to gain 
psychological autonomy. 
The permissive parent will tend to be affirming and 
accepting, while making few demands on the child's 
behavior. This type of parent rarely exercises control 
over the child. When necessary this parent will use 
reason and avoid the use of power in attempting to 
accomplish parental goals. This type of parent would 
be high on acceptance, and low on firm control. They 
may be either high or low on psychological autonomy. 
John Musser (1982) was the first to study the 
relationshiop of a combination of the dimensions of 
control and acceptance to personality adjustment and 
heterosexual behaviors. Musser equated high acceptance 
and high control to the authoritative parenting style. 
He did not include the dimension of Psychological 
Autonomy verses Psychological Control. Although Musser 
did not find an effect for heterosexual behavior, his 
study did confirm the importance of the added dimension 
of control in personality adjustment. He found that the 
dimension of father control accounted for more variance 
on the level of the daughter's adjustment than the 
dimension of father adjustment. Musser stated "it 
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appears that authoritative fathers (high control, high 
acceptance), therefore, have daughters who rate 
themselves as being better adjusted" (p. 68). 
Summary. The research indicates that daughters who 
perceive their fathers as accepting, and yet feel he 
sets firm, consistent limits have higher self-esteem and 
personality adjustment. Daughters who are raised in a 
father absent home may miss both of these dimensions 
and therefore may have decreased self-esteem and 
personality adjustment, as well as problems in 
heterosexual relationships. Some women from broken 
homes may not experience these symptoms if the father 
and daughter were able to maintain a warm accepting 
relationship, as well as the father continuing to be a 
part of the limit setting and disciplining process. 
This type of relationship after a divorce seems to be 
rare. Even in the best of divcorces there may be some 
residual effects resulting in feelings of rejection. 
The ideal Father is one who can be characterized as 
authoritative. He provides needed structure and 
security in an environment of nurturance and acceptance, 
thereby allowing his daughter to grow and develop into a 
self-reliant individual. The authoritative father 
should also enhance the spiritual aspect of his 
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daughter's life, thereby enhancing her sense of 
spiritual well-being 
Concept of God 
Where does a girl first learn about God? Research 
on the development of God images has been varied. Most 
would agree that her first introduction to God comes 
through her family. Disagreement exists on who or what 
the God image is based. Some believe that God is 
nothing more than a projection of our father. Freud 
(1913) stated: 
God is in every case modeled after the father, 
and that our personal relation to God is 
dependent upon our relation to our physical 
father, fluctuating and changing with him, and 
that God at bottom is nothing but an exalted 
father (1913, p. 244). 
God, in Freudian theory was nothing more than a 
projected image of our own father. Adlerian theory 
suggests God concepts may be more consistent with those 
of the preferred parent than with either mother or 
father per se (Nelson, 1971). Social learning theory 
suggests that God-concepts would be more like the same 
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sex parent (Spilka, Addison, & Rosensohn, 1975). A 
third hypothesis suggests that a person's concept of God 
depends upon her experience of herself, as a self-
directing person (Spilka, et al., 1975). A more general 
version of the parental projection hypothesis was set 
forth by Spiro and D'Andrade (in Beit-Hallahmi & Argyle, 
1975). This hypothesis states that in every society 
there is a connection between early socialization 
experiences and beliefs regarding supernatural beings. 
Researchers have attempted to test the projection 
hypothesis with conflicting results. Vergote, Tamayo, 
Pasquali, Bonami, Pattyn, and Custers (1969), 
investigated the differences between maternal and 
paternal characteristics of God. Subjects rated each of 
their parents and God on eighteen maternal and eighteen 
paternal characteristics. They found that the image of 
God is more paternal than maternal. Nelson and Jones 
(1957) originally tested the correlation between concept 
of God and those for father by using a Q-sort method. 
They found that for their sample (n=l6) the concept of 
God correlated more highly with mother. Other studies 
using the Q-sort had mixed results. Strunk (1959) found 
that both the concepts of father and mother were 
significantly correlated with the concept of God. Godin 
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and Hallez (1964) found that in general the correlations 
of the concept of God appeared stronger and more 
frequent with the maternal image among men, and the 
paternal image among women. They also found when there 
was a marked preference for one parent the God concept 
correlates highly with the concept of the preferred 
parent. 
Nelson (1971) set out to specifically test the 
preferred parent hypothesis. He found the God-concept 
correlated higher with the concept of the preferred 
parent. When there was no preference between the 
parents, the God/father and God/mother correlations were 
equal. Nelson explains this as an indication of a more 
harmonious family, and that both parents are seen closer 
to the ideal of perfection, which is God. Nicholson and 
Edwards (1979) also indicate that there are some small, 
positive relationships between concepts of God and 
concepts of most admired or same-sexed parent. 
Support was found for the self-theory hypothesis in 
studies by Spilka, Rosensohn, and Tener (1973) and 
Benson and Spilka (1973). Benson and Spilka (1973) 
found that self-esteem related positively to loving God-
irnages and negatively to rejecting irnpersonal-
controlling definitions of God. They found that self-
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esteem was positively correlated to loving God and 
Kindly Father images. Self-esteem was negatively 
correlated with rejecting God-images, such a Vindictive 
God, Impersonal Allness, Controlling God, and Stern 
Father. This suggests that impersonality, rigid 
control, and vindictiveness may have been to some degree 
perceived as dimensions or components of nonlove. They 
state that by the process of elimination it seems 
appropriate to argue that self-esteem influences God-
images. They add that "parents and peers may influence 
both God-images and self-esteem. For example, rejecting 
parents might induce low self-esteem, and Ss may define 
God in terms similar to the way they view their parents 
(which could include a rejecting image in this case)" 
(p. 306). As seen earlier, self views are often 
correlated with views of parents and this in turn may 
influence concepts of God. 
Spilka, Addison, and Rosensohn (1975) attempted to 
develop a way to test the competing theories by using 
partial correlation methods. They attempted to remove 
the effects of self and father to test the mother 
associations; parental evaluations were removed to test 
the self-esteem theory; and removing the self and other 
parent effects for each parent in turn. They gave 198 
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catholic high school students a 12-item semantic 
differential to assess parent, self, and God images. 
This scale dealt with two major dimensions, namely 
loving and controlling. A number of the Adjective 
rating of God scales constructed by Gorsuch (1968) were 
also used in order to gain a more complete perspective 
on God concepts. They also gave each subject a 23-item 
version of the Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory, and 
the Attitudes toward Parents scale. 
Spilka, et al., (1975) found no substantive 
evidence in favor of the Freudian view. They cautiously 
suggest that parental preference on the part of females 
may tie to God percepts. They also found that females 
who viewed themselves as loving or controlling are 
positively related to like views of God. Females with 
high self-esteem had significant correlations with the 
percepts of a loving God, a traditional Christian God, 
God of kindliness, and a non-deistic image. 
In discussing their results Spilka, Addison, and 
Rosensohn note "there is also more than a passing 
suggestion, specifically among the females, that the 
control and love dimensions are not necessarily 
negatively associated (1975, p. 163). Both controlling 
mother and father affiliate with the concept of an omni-
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God image. They hypothesize that the apparent 
identification of omniness, control, and love in the 
female sample may reflect an inference of affectional 
concern from the presence of parents. 
The authors of this study note that it might have 
been better to have utilized a broader spectrum of trait 
characteristics for self and parent than they employed. 
They also note that the loving and control dimensions 
"did seem a priori to be rather central ones when one 
conceives of the role stereotypes assigned to both 
parents and God" (Spilka, et al., 1975, p. 164). It is 
important to note that they used scales that measured 
attitudes towards parents, not actual behaviors of 
parents. 
Nicholson and Edwards (1979) gathered samples of 
105 and 131 persons ranging from thirteen to seventy-
three years and included normal and hospitalized adults, 
college students and Sunday school attenders. They 
compared images of God with those of one's mother and 
father using four methods of statistical procedures 
which fell into two catagories: the correlational 
approach and the difference approach. They found that 
the methods were consistent with one another, but still 
leave room for variation among the findings. They also 
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found that different results are not only a function of 
the use of various statistical procedures, but also the 
nature of the samples studied and the measures used. 
The authors note the presence of a wide variety of 
influencing factors such as developmental, personality, 
and social possiblities along with religious affiliation 
and background, age of conversion, etc., may also have 
an influence on concept of God. 
A recent survey compared concept of parent's 
personalities to concepts of the personality of God in 
196 adults (Justice & Lambert, 1986). l The results of 
this survey suggest that there is a correlation between 
subjects' image of their parents and their image of God. 
An interesting finding of this survey is that subjects 
who reported having been "inappropriately sexually 
handled by their father or mother", and/or they had 
"felt sexually desired by their father or mother" 
reported a mean God image from 17 to 42 percentage 
points below the mean of those persons who had not had 
comparable experiences with their parents. That is, 
these individuals who had a less positive view of God 
than individuals who had not experienced sexual abuse. 
This may indicate that parents behavior has a strong 
influence on concept of God. 
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Studies attempting to test the projection theories 
are plagued with methodological problems. Most studies 
use a semantic differential checklist against the same 
checklist used with parental figures. As Beit-Hallahmi 
and Argyle mention " •.• samples in most cases were small 
and were selected unsystematically" (1975, p. 73). 
Matching profiles indicate evidence for a projection 
theory, but as Spilka, Hood, and Gorsuch (1985) note 
this conclusion fails to consider that any two living 
objects highly valued will have similar profiles and so 
will correlate. They add that as of yet there is not an 
established procedure by which the theory can be tested. 
Summary. The research findings indicate that while 
the projection theory can not be substantially proved, 
research does seem to indicate that there is a 
similarity between concepts of God and parental images. 
Yet, within Christian tradition God is viewed as Father. 
It is important to remember that God is self naming, and 
He names Himself Father (Quere, 1985). In experiencing 
God as a father, women are bound to enter into the 
relationship with preconceived ideas of what a father is 
like from their own relationship with their own father. 
Research suggests that women whose fathers are 
accepting, offer firm control, and psychological 
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autonomy have better self-esteem, and overall adjustment 
than other women. The dimensions of control and love 
are also present in relationship with God. God is a 
loving and accepting, yet he also sets limits on and 
disciplines His children. Does a woman who perceives of 
her father as offering acceptance and control view these 
same traits in her concept of God? This study attempts 
to address this question. 
Spiritual Well-being 
Spiritual well-being has been broadly defined as 
"the affirmation of life in a relationship with God, 
self, community and environment that nurtures and 
celebrates wholeness" (National Inter-faith Coalition on 
Aging, 1979, p. 1). This definition includes a 
religious component and a social-psychological 
component. According to Moberg (1971) spiritual well-
being can be conceptualized as being two-faceted, with 
both vertical and horizontal components. Ellison (1983) 
proposes that the vertical dimension refers to our sense 
of well-being in relation to God. The horizontal 
dimension refers to a sense of life purpose and life 
satisfaction, with no reference to anything specifically 
religious. 
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Ellison (1982) states that it is the spirit that 
allows for our seeking for meaning and purpose in life. 
He said: 
.•• it is the spirit which synthesizes the 
total personality •.• the spiritual dimension 
does not exist in isolation from our psyche 
and soma, but provides an integrative force. 
It is effects and is effected by our physical 
state, feelings, thoughts and relationships 
{p.332). 
We can not be spiritually healthy and psychologically 
unhealthy or vice versa. 
Ellison views spiritual well-being as a measure of 
the expression of spiritual health rather than of 
spiritual health per se. The relationship of spiritual 
well-being to spiritual health is "much like the color 
of one's complexion and pulse rate as expressions of 
good health" (1983, p. 332). 
In order test the two facets of spiritual well-
being, Ellison and Paloutzian designed a Spiritual Well-
being scale (SWB) which measures both Religious Well-
being (RWB) and Existential Well-being (EWB). The scale 
consists of ten items measuring the vertical dimension 
of one's relationship to God (RWB) and ten items 
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measuring the horizontal component of one's sense of 
purpose and satisfaction in life (EWB). Taken together 
these two scales form the total Spiritual Well-being 
score. 
Spiritual Well-being has been found to correlate 
positively with several variables. As could be expected 
there are positive relationships with several religious 
variables. Ellison and Economos (1981) found Spiritual 
Well-being to be related to doctrinal beliefs, worship 
orientation, devotional practices, number of Sunday 
services attended, and amount of time in devotions. 
Bufford (1984), too, found positive relationships 
between frequency of church attendance and frequency and 
duration of devotions. He also found positive relations 
between frequency of family devotions, importance of 
religion, religious knowledge, spiritual maturity, 
financial condition, and the intrinsic scale on the 
Religious Orientation Scale. 
There appears to be a positive relationship to 
self-concept (Campise, Ellison, & Kinsman, 1979) • . There 
also is indication that spiritual well-being may 
facilitate interpersonal intimacy (Ellison, 1982). 
Spiritual well-being correlates negatively with 
loneliness (Paloutzian & Ellison, 1979a,b,c). 
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Spiritual well-being has also been found to be 
positively correlated with perceived quality of parent-
child relationships, perceived family togetherness, 
perceived social competence (Campise, Ellison, Kinsman, 
1979). Peer relations as a child were also found to 
correlate significantly with Spiritual well-being 
(Ellison and Paloutzian, 1978). Mashburn (1986) found 
marital satisfaction and spiritual well-being to be 
positively correlated. 
Summary. Preliminary studies on spiritual well-
being indicate relationships with many variables. It 
is of interest that spiritual well-being correlates 
significantly with perceived quality of parent-child 
relationships. Campise, et al., (1979) do not report 
how they measure the quality of the relationship. It 
would seem that women who perceived their fathers as 
providing acceptance, firm control, and psychological 
autonomy would have higher scores on all three scales of 
the spiritual well-being scale. 
Statement of Purpose and Hypotheses 
Authoritative fathering styles have been found to 
be related to higher self-esteem and overall personality 
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adjustment in their daughters. Spiritual well-being has 
also been found to be related to self-esteem and 
satisfaction in life. It seems that a woman's 
relationship with her father effects her spiritual well-
being, as well as how she views God. This present 
effort attempts to study the relationship between 
fathers parenting style and view of God and Spiritual 
Well-being. It also attempts to ascertain whether there 
is a difference in the spiritual well-being and concept 
of God between women whose fathers were absent during 
any portion of time from birth to sixteen years of age 
and those whose father was in the home for all sixteen 
years. It is hypothesized that: 
1. There will be a relationship between independent 
variables of the three scores on the Children's 
Report of Parent Behavior Inventory (CRPBI) 
(Acceptance vs. Rejection, Psychological Control vs. 
Psychological Autonomy, and Lax Discipline vs. Firm 
Discipline), and the number of years father was 
absent from the home (0-16) with the dependent 
variables Spiritual Well-being (SWB), Existential 
Well-being (EWB), Religious Well-being (RWB), and the 
seven concept of God scales (Wrathfulness, 
Traditional Christian, Kindness, Omniness, 
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Deisticness, Loving God, and Controlling God) in the 
following directions: 
a. SWB and its subscales will positively correlate 
with the Acceptance score, and negatively 
correlate with Psychological Control, Lax 
Discipline, and number of years father was 
absent from the home. 
b. Traditional Christian, Kindness, Omniness, 
Deisticness, and Loving God scores will 
positively correlate with the Acceptance score; 
they will negatively correlate with Psychologica.l 
Control, Lax Discipline, and number of years 
father was absent from the home. 
c. Wrathfulness and Controlling God scores will 
negatively correlate with Acceptance scores, and 
positively correlate with Psychological Control, 
Lax Discipline, and number of years father was 
absent from the home. 
2. A weighted linear combination of scores from the 
CRPBI scales and father absence will account for 
significantly more variance on Spiritual Well-being 
and its subscales, and the concept of God scales 
than any of the variables alone. 
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CHAPTER 2 
METHOD 
This chapter examines the selection of subjects, 
the procedure used to gather data, a description of the 
instruments, and a description of the statistical design 
used to analyze the data. 
Subjects 
The subjects for this study were women who were 
currently enrolled in undergraduate courses at Messiah 
College. A total of 200 names were randomly selected 
from a list of female students using a random numbers 
table. Of the 200 women who were sent questionnaire 
packets 127 of them responded. Their ages ranged from 
18 to 47, with a mean age of 20.35 (s.d. 3.50). 
Messiah College is a four year liberal arts college 
located in Grantham, Pennsylvania. It is owned and 
operated by the Brethren in Christ Church, and seeks to 
help students integrate their Christian faith with 
learning. There is a total enrollment of 1,846 
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students; 1,169 of the students are female. Messiah 
College offers majors in 24 areas of study. Students 
are required to rank in the top half of their graduating 
high school class, and receive a composite score of 19 
on the ACT, or a combined score of 850 on the SAT. 
Fifty-four percent of the students in the freshman class 
are from Pennsylvania, 94% live in college housing, 3% 
have minority backgrounds, and 1% are foreign students. 
Procedure 
The test packet was hand delivered to the on-campus 
mailbox of each woman selected by the random numbers 
table. Each packet contained a letter explaining the 
nature of the study and requesting the subject's 
participation. Each packet also included a 
questionnaire booklet containing a demographic 
questionnaire, the Father form of the Children's Report 
of Parental Behavior Inventory (CRPBI), the Adjective 
Checklist, and the Adjective Rating of God Scale used to 
measure concept of God, and the Spiritual Well-being 
scale. The entire questionnaire may be found in 
Appendix A. The packet also included a self-addressed 
stamped envelope to use to return the questionnaire to 
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the investigator, and a postcard to be sent to the 
examiner indicating the woman's desire to receive a 
summary of the study. Each participant who indicated 
interest received a brief description of the major 
results a conclusions of the study. A follow-up 
postcard was sent two weeks later to each woman to 
remind her to complete the questionnaire and to sent it 
back quickly. Each participant was assured of anonymity 
and confidentiality. 
Instruments 
Demographic Questionnaire 
The demographic questionnaire was designed by the 
author. Data was collected pertaining to age at last 
birthday, current marital status, educational level, 
current major, occupation of father or head of 
household, church attendance, and profession of faith. 
Questions were also asked pertaining to the 
constellation of the family of origin, including 
siblings, father presence or absence, if absent why he 
was gone (death or divorce), number of years of father 
absence, and was there a step-father present. A space 
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was provided for women to write anything they wanted to 
express about their relationship with their father. 
Children's Report of Parental Behavior 
The revised 192-item form of the Children's Report 
of Parental Behavior developed by Schaefer (1965a, b) 
was used to measure perceptions of the father's 
behavior. The test consists of six 16-item icales and 
twelve 8-item scales. Subjects are asked to rate their 
father's behavior as like, somewhat like, or not like 
each item. These responses were scored 3, 2, 1, 
respectively, and summed to yield scores on individual 
subscales. The eighteen subscales are: acceptance, 
child-centeredness, possessiveness, rejection, control, 
enforcement, positive involvement, intrusivenss, control 
through guilt, hostile control, inconsistent discipline, 
non-enforcement, acceptance of individuation, lax 
discipline, instilling persistent anxiety, hostile 
detachment, withdrawal of relations, and extreme 
autonomy. Factor analyses of the items has indicated 
three main dimensions underlying the scales: acceptance 
vs. rejection; firm control vs. lax control; and 
psychological autonomy vs. psychological control. 
Scores on the following scales were used to obtain the 
score for the acceptance verses rejection dimension: 
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Acceptance + Acceptance of Individuation + Positive 
Involvement + Child-centeredness - Hostile Detachment -
Rejection. The higher the score the more accepting the 
father was perceived. The highest score possible was 
136. Scores on Psychological Autonomy versus 
Psychological Control were: Hostile Control + Control 
through Guilt + Instilling Persistent Anxiety + 
Possessiveness + Intrusiveness + Withdrawal of 
Relations. The higher the score the more 
psychologically controlling the father was perceived. 
The highest possible score is 168. Firm Discipline vs. 
Lax Discipline scores are obtained from: Nonenforcement 
+ Lax Discipline + Extreme Autonomy + Inconsistent 
Discipline - Control - Enforcement. The higher the 
score the laxer the perceived discipline. The highest 
score possible on this scale was 80. 
The Children's Report of Parent Behavior Inventory 
was selected for this study sincce it has produced a 
well-replicated factor structure (Armentrout & Burger, 
1972; Cross, 1969; Renson, Schaefer, & Levy, 1968; 
Schaefer, 1965b) and it is designed to measure the point 
of view of the child. This instrument has also been 
shown as a useful measure for assessing young adults' 
memories of their parents' behaviors. Researchers have 
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utilized a college student population and found that 
factor structure for college females was similar to 
other populations (Armentrout & Burger, 1972; Cross, 
1969). 
Concept of God Scales 
In order to measure each woman's concept of God two 
scales were employed. The first was a 12-item semantic 
differential constructed by Benson and Spilka (1973). 
This device dealt with two major dimensions which seem 
central to God images (Spilka, Addison, & Rosensohn, 
1975): affection and discipline. Scores on the 
following six pairs of adjectives were summed to yield a 
Loving God index: close-distant, rejecting-accepting, 
loving-hating, damning-saving, unforgiving-forgiving, 
and approving-disapproving. Each itemwas scored 0 to 6. 
The maximum Loving God was 36. Scores on the following 
six pairs of adjectives were summed to give a 
Controlling God index: demanding-not demanding, 
freeing-restricting, strong-weak, controlling-
uncontrolling, strict-lenient, and permissive-rigid. 
The same scoring procedure was used, with 36 
representing the maximum Controlling God score. This 
scale was shown to have adequate internal consistency 
reliability for research purposes with .72 for the 
w ...... 
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Loving God scale and .60 for the Controlling Goid 
measure (Benson & Spilka, 1973). 
The second concept of God scale in this study was 
the Adjective rating of God scale constructed by Gorsuch 
(1968). Gorsuch constructed this scale building on 
prior research. 
Gorsuch administered 91 adjectives and eight 
undescribed random variables to 585 undergraduate 
psychology students encompassing various religious 
denominations. Primary, secondary, and tertiary factors 
were analyzed resulting in the inclusion of 11 factors 
and 76 adjectives. To be included in the scale each 
variable loaded not less than .40 on the factor; each 
variable had its strongest leading on the factor, and 
each variable had no loading on any other factor within 
.10 of its major loading. 
The version of the scale used for this study 
included only the five factors used by Spilka, et al., 
(1975) which had the highest internal consistency 
reliability using 46 of the adjectives. The factors 
included in this study are: Traditional Christian, 
Kindliness, Wrathfulness, Deisticness, and Omniness. 
Traditional Christian refers to the concept of "a 
deity who is a deity and yet is actively concerned for 
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and involved with mankind (Gorsuch, 1968, p. 60). The 
reliability of the scale was .94 and included 15 
adjectives. 
Kindliness refers to a God who is kindly disposed 
toward mankind. Gorsuch does not include the 
reliability for this factor. There are twelve items 
which measure this factor. 
Wrathfulness refers to the way in which God stands 
in judgment over mankind. This factor contains eleven 
adjectives and had a reliability of .83. 
Deisticness refers to the view that God is "out 
there" or "is so transcendent that he has little if any 
relationship to the world of human existence" (Gorsuch, 
1968, p. 62). Gorsuch states that those who rate high 
on this scale would not be expected to be deeply 
involved in most phases of religious activity. The 
reliability on this scale is .71. 
The fifth scale, Omniness, refers to the 
conceptualization of God in which he is given a human 
characteristic such as potent, and this is raised to the 
infinite power. The four adjectives on this scale had a 
reliability of .89. 
The women were given the list of 46 adjectives and 
were asked to rate whether that word (1) does not 
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describe God; (2) describes God; or (3) describes God 
particularly well. Each woman was aked to place 1, 2, 
or 3 in the appropriate box. The words in each factor 
were added together to obtain the score for that factor. 
Scores could range from 15 to 45 on traditional 
Christian; 12 to 36 on kindliness; 11 to 33 on 
wrathfulness; and 4 to 12 on both deisticness and 
omniness. 
Spiritual Well-being Scale 
The Spiritual Well-being Scale developed by 
Paloutzian and Ellison (1979) is a 20 item likert-type 
scale. Each item is responded to on a six point scale 
ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree. 
Responses for each of the items are assigned a numerical 
value of 1-6. Ten of the items are designed to measure 
Religious Well-being (RWB), and 10 of the items measure 
Existential Well-being (EWB). A combined score provides 
an overall Spiritual Well-being (SWB) score. Items 
pertaining to RWB contain a reference to God, and those 
pertaining to EWB deal with life direction and life 
satisfaction. 
Paloutzian and Ellison (1979) report test-retest 
reliability of . 93 (SWB), . 96 (RWB), and . 86 (EWB). 
Coefficient alpha, reflecting internal consistency were 
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.89 (SWB), .87 (RWB), .78 (EWB), suggesting that the SWB 
scale and subscales have high reliability and internal 
consistency. Face validity is suggested by the item 
content. 
Additional research on the Spiritual Well-being 
scale has shown it can be used as a measure of an 
individual's quality of life. Ellison and Economos 
(1981) found strong positive correlations between 
spiritual well-being and self-esteem, as well as between 
spiritual well-being and doctrinal and devotional 
beliefs and behaviors which emphasize God's acceptance 
and affirmation of the individual. The Spiritual Well-
being scale correlated negatively with the UCLA 
Loneliness Scale, and positively with the Purpose in 
Life Test, intrinsic religious orientation, self-esteem, 
and social skills (Bufford, 1984; Campise, Ellison, & 
Kinsman, 1979; Ellison, & Economos, 1981; Ellison, & 
Paloutzian, 1978, 1979; Paloutzian, & Ellison, 1979a,b, 
1982). Positive correlations were also found between 
spiritual well-being and perceived quality of parent-
child relationships and family togetherness (Campise, et 
al., 1979). 
This scale is being used for this study because it 
deals with the relationship to the divine, respones 
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reflect personal experiences, items refer to 
satisfaction, positive and negative feelings, purpose 
and meaning and sense of being valued which are 
commonly accepted indicators of well-being and 
intrapersonal health (Ellison, 1982). 
Statistical Design 
All statistical analysis were computed by the use 
of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences PC 
version (Nie, Hall, Jenkins, Steinbrenner, & Bent, 
1984). An IBM XT computer was used to perform all of 
the computations. 
Hypotheses' la-c (correlations of CRPBI scores, 
number of years father was absent with SWB subscales and 
Concept of God scores) were tested using Pearson Product 
Moment correlations. 
Hypothesis 2 (a weighted linear combination of 
scores from the CRPBI scales and father absence will 
account for significantly more variance on Spiritual 
Well-being and its subscales, and the Concept of God 
scales than any of the variables alone) was tested by 
the statistical procedure of Multiple regression. 
Multiple regressions were computed for each of the 
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dependent variables (Existential well-being; Religious 
well-being; Spiritual well-being; Loving God; 
Controlling God; Wrathfulness; Traditional Christian; 
Kindness; Deisticness;and Omniness). The independent 
variables in each of the regression analyses were the 
three scores on the CRPBI (acceptance vs. rejection; 
psychological control vs. autonomy; and lax discipline 
vs. firm discipline) and the number of years the father 
was absent from the home (0 to 16). 
Multiple regression is a statistical technique 
which may be used whenever a dependent variable is to be 
studied in relationship to one or more independent 
variables (Cohen & Cohen, 1975). Cohen and Cohen stated 
"The greatest virtue of the Multiple 
Regression/Correlation system is its capacity to mirror, 
with high fidelity, the complexity of the relationships 
that characterize the behavioral sciences" (p. 7). 
Regression can be used to measure the degree of linear 
relationship between a dependent variable and one or 
more independent variables. The first step is to 
determine the slope of the line that best fits the data 
with the least amount of error. A regression equation 
is formed, which provides a weight for each of the 
independent variables (IV). Every observed value of the 
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IV is multiplied by this weight (called a constant). 
When the regression equation is applied to the IV values 
for given data, an estimated value of the dependent 
variable will be given (Y) which will be as close to the 
actual scores on the dependent variable as possible 
(Cohen & Cohen, 1975). In order to test the 
relationship between the dependent and independent 
variables, a multiple correlation (R) score is 
calculated. The proportion of the dependent variable's 
variance shared with the weighted IVs is expressed in 
2 
the form of multiple correlation squared (R ) • 
Not only does Multiple regression determine the 
relationship between a dependent variable and two or 
more independent variables, it can also determine the 
contribution of each IV to the relationship. When an 
independent variable is added to the equation and there 
2 
is a large change in R the added variable provides 
unique information about the dependent variable that is 
not available from other IV's in the equation. The 
signed square root of the increase is called the part 
correlation coefficient or the squared semipartial 
correlation coefficient. It is important to note that 
the square of the part coefficient tells only how much 
2 
R increases when a variable is added to the regression 
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equation. It does not indicate what proportion of the 
unexplained variation this increase constitues (Cohen & 
Cohen, 1975; Norusis, 1986). To describe the IV's 
participation in determining the multiple correlation, a 
partial correlation coefficient is computed. The 
squared partial correlation is the correlation between 
the independent variable and the dependent variable when 
the linear effects of the other independent variables 
have been taken into account. It answers the question 
"How much of the Y variance is estimated by this 
variable which is not estimated by the other independent 
variables?" 
Multiple regression was used to determine the 
degree to which each of the dependent variables 
(Spiritual Well-being and its subscales, and the Concept 
of God scales) was linearly related to the four 
independent variables. 
The stepwise regression technique was used to 
determine the contribution of each independent variable 
to the relationship. In this technique each variable is 
added to the equation if it meets entry requirements. 
If all of the variables fail to meet the entry 
requirement then the procedure terminates with no 
independent variables in the equation. If the variable 
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passes the criterion, the second variable is selected 
based on the highest partial correlation. If it passes 
entry criteria, it then enters the equation, and son on 
until all the variables which pass the criterion are 
entered. The criterion for the SPSS/PC+ program is .05 
for probability of F-to-enter, and 3.84 for F-to-enter 
(Norusis, 1986). 
Summary 
A random sample of 200 college female students from 
Messiah College were sent questionnaire packets 
including: Background information, Child's Report of 
Parental Behavior Inventory (CRPBI), Adjective 
Checklist, Adjective Rating of God, and Spiritual Well-
being scale. Each booklet returned was hand scored and 
three scores were obtained from the CRPBI; two scores 
were obtained from the Adjective Checklist; five scores 
were obtained from the Adjective rating of God; and 
three scores from the Spiritual Well-being scale. These 
scores and the number of years father was absent from 
the home were computed and analyzed to test the 
hypotheses of this study. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the 
demographic data pertaining to the sampled subjects, and 
to report the results of the statistical analysis 
computed to test the hypotheses of this study. 
Demographic Data 
A total of 127 women responded to the 
questionnaire. Their ages ranged from 18 to 47, with a 
mean age of 20.35. The majority of women were White 
(93.7%); 4 of the women (3.1%) were Black; 3 of the 
women (2.4%) were Hispanic, and one respondent (.8%) was 
Asian. Most of the women in the sample were single 
(95.3%), 5 (3.9%) of the women were married, and 1 (.8%) 
woman reported being separated. 
All of the women considered themselves to be 
Christian. The majority of them marked that they had 
received Jesus Christ as their personal Savior and Lord, 
and they sought to follow the moral and ethical 
teachings of Christ (90.6%). The number of years that 
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the women considered themselves as a Christian ranged 
from 1 to 47 with a mean of 11.57. As shown in Table 1, 
most of the women attended church at least weekly. 
Table 1 
Percentages for Frequency of Church Attendance 
never 1-2 times 
per year 
• 8 
3-12 times weekly more than once 
per year per week 
3.9 79.5 15.7 
A number of denominations were represented in the 
sample. Twenty-two of the women (17.3%) were Baptist, 
five of the women (3.9%) were Church of the Brethren, 
eight of the women (6.3%) were Methodist, thirteen of 
the women (10.2%) were Brethren in Christ, eight of the 
women (6.3%) were Presbyterian, and 71 (55.9%) of the 
women considered themselves to be of some other 
denomination. 
Most of the women were raised in homes where both 
of their parents were Christians (77.2%), 16 of the 
women were raised in homes where only their mother was a 
Christian (12.6%); 3 women reported that other close 
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relatives were Christians even though their parents were 
not (2.4%); and 9 women reported that they did not have 
Christian parents or relatives (7.1%). 
A major demographic question for this study was the 
number of years the father was absent from the home. 
The numbers of years absent ranged from 0 to 10. Only 
10 women reported their father being absent for any 
length of time (7.9%). All of the absence were due to 
divorce or separation. None of the women sampled lost 
their father through death. One of the women reported 
her parents divorced, but she lived with her father. 
Four of the women whose parents were divorced had step-
fathers join the family before they were sixteen years 
old. All of the women sampled knew their natural father 
to some extent and had some contact with him while they 
were growing up. This is an unusually small percentage 
of women who experienced father absence for a sample of 
this size. 
The demographic data indicates that from the 
perspective of Christian belief this sample was a fairly 
homogeneous. All of the women claimed to be Christian, 
most of the women had some type of Christian influence 
in their upbringing. The majority of women grew up in 
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intact homes. All of the women had contact with their 
natural fathers. 
Descriptive Data 
Before examining the results of the hypotheses of 
this study descriptive data for the independent and 
dependent variables will be reported. The means, 
standard deviations, minimum and maximum scores, and 
range for each of the subscales is reported in Table 2. 
On the CRPBI Acceptance vs. Rejection had a possible 
high score of 136, a possible low score of -40, and a 
middle score of 48. The higher the score the more 
accepting the father was perceived to be. The scores 
ranged from -25 to 135 with a mean of 83.40. This 
indicates a wide range of perceptions on fathers 
acceptance with the mean score being on the accepting 
end. 
Psychological Control vs. Psychological Autonomy 
had a possible high score of 168, a possible low score 
of 56 with a middle score of 112. The higher the score 
the more controlling the father was perceived to be. 
The scores ranged from 57 to 138 with a mean of 83.38 
indicating a full range of responses on this scale. 
1 ' , ·: · 
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Table 2 
Means, Standard Deviations, & Ranges for the Independent 
and Dependent Variables 
Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. Range 
--------------------------------------------------------
Acceptance 83.40 37.24 -25 135 160 
Psy. Control 83.38 16.69 57 138 81 
Lax Disc. 23.35 14.53 -11 57 68 
Loving God 32.51 3.48 12 36 24 
Cont. God 24.52 3.71 12 32 20 
Wrathful 15.33 3.14 HJ 25 15 
Trad. Christ. 38.12 4.44 26 42 16 
Kindness 30.21 3.40 18 33 15 
Omniness 11. 09 1. 66 5 12 7 
Deisticness 4.53 1.12 4 11 7 
RWB 52.83 7.21 16 60 44 
EWB 48.83 6.84 26 60 34 
SWB 101. 66 12.06 52 120 68 
--------------------------------------------------------
N = 127 
The mean fell below the middle score indicating the 
majority of women perceived their fathers as providing 
more psychological autonomy than control. 
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Lax Discipline vs. Firm Discipline scale had a 
possible high score of 80, a possible low score of -16, 
with a middle score of 32. The higher the score the 
laxer the discipline was perceived to be. The scores 
ranged from -11 to 57 with a mean of 23.35. The mean 
fell towards the firm discipline end. 
Overall, this sample can be characterized as 
perceiving their fathers as accepting, providing 
psychological autonomy, and setting limits firmly. 
The Concept of God scores also evidenced a wide 
range of views of God for this sample. The Loving God 
scale had a possible high score of 36. The mean was 
32.51, and scores ranged from 12 to 36. The Controlling 
God scale also had a high score of 36. The mean was 
24.52, and a range from 12 to 32. The Wrathful scale 
had a possible low of 10 and a high of 30 possible. The 
mean was 15.33 with a range from 10 to 25. The 
Traditional Christian scale had a possible low of 14 and 
a high of 42. The mean was 38.12 with a range from 26 
to 42. The Kindness scale had a possible low of 11 and 
a high of 33. The mean was 30.21 with a range from 18 
to 33. The Omniness scale had a possible low score of 4 
with a high of 12. The mean was 11.09 with a range from 
5 to 12. The Deisticness scale had a possible low of 4 
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with a high of 12. The mean was 4.53 with a range from 
4 to 11. On the average these women describe themselves 
as viewing God as Loving, slightly Controlling, in the 
Traditional Christian manner, Kind, and Omniscent. They 
do not view God overall as Wrathful or Deistic. 
The mean score on the Spiritual Well-being scale 
was 101.66, Existential Well-being has a mean of 48.83, 
and Religious Well-being has a mean of 52.83. This 
sample has lower average scores than the scores reported 
by Bufford and Parker (1985) from 90 first year students 
at an evangelical seminary. Their sample had a mean of 
56.19 (s.d. 5.15) on RWB, 53.78 (s.d. 5.31) on EWB, and 
109.99 (s.d. 9.44) on SWB. 
The rest of this chapter will review the results of 
statistical analyses as it pertains to the major 
hypotheses of this study. 
Results of Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1 
The first hypothesis stated that a) Spiritual Well-
being and its subscales and the seven concept of God 
scales will be correlated with b) the three scores 
derived from the CRPBI and the number of years father 
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was absent from the home (see Table 3). In addition, 
the direction of the relationships was predicted. 
Hypothesis la predicted that SWB, EWB, and RWB 
would correlate positively with the Acceptance score on 
the CRPBI, and negatively with the Psychological Control 
score, Lax Discipline score, and father absence. Upon 
examination of the correlation matrix (see Table 3), 
Spiritual Well-being correlates positively with 
Acceptance (£ = .2970; E < .01), as does Existential 
Well-being (r = .2754; E < .01), and Religious Well-
being (£ = .2626; E < .01). Spiritual Well-being 
correlates negatively with Psychological Control (£ = 
-.2915; E < .01). Existential Well-being also 
correlates negatively with Psychological Control (£ = 
-.2598; E < .01), as does Religious Well-being (£ = 
-.2237; E < .01). None of the relationships with Lax 
Discipline and Father Absence were significantly 
correlated. Therefore, hypothesis la is confirmed in 
the predicted direction only for Spiritual Well-being, 
Religious Well-being, and Existential Well-being with 
Acceptance and Psychological Control. 
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Table 3 
Correlations Between SWB Scores and Concept of God 
Scores with Scores on CRBPI and Father Absence 
Acceptance Psychological Lax Father 
Control Discipline Absence 
--------------------------------------------------------
EWB .2754** -.2915** -.0043 .1256 
RWB .2626** -.2237** .0640 .0876 
SWB .2970** -.2598** .0213 .1158 
Trad. Chr. .0432 .1177 -.0740 -.1059 
Kindness .1770* -.0851 -.0745 -.1025 
Omniness -.0399 . 083 2 -.0144 -.0651 
Deistic -.1341 .1117 .1435 .0863 
Lov. God .2714** -.2465** -.0249 . 058 0 
Cont. God -.0245 .2037** -.1375 .0116 
Wrathful -.0690 .2165** -.0397 .0517 
*p < • 05 ** p < .01 N=l27 
Hypothesis lb stated t hat Traditional Christian, 
Kindness, Omniness, Deisticness, and Loving God scores 
would be positively co r related with the Acceptance 
score, and that they would be negatively correlated with 
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Psychological Control, Lax Discipline, and father 
absence. Kindness was positively correlated with 
Acceptance (£ = .1770; p < .05). Loving God was also 
positively correlated with Acceptance (£ = .2714; £ < 
.01), and negatively correlated with Psychological 
Control (r = -.2465; ~ < .01). Therefore, hypothesis lb 
is supported only for Kindness and Acceptance, and 
Loving God with Acceptance and Psychological Control. 
Hypothesis le stated that Wrathfulness and 
Controlling God scores would negatively correlated with 
Acceptance scores, and positively correlated with 
Psychological Control, Lax Discipline, and father 
absence. Only Controlling God with Psychological 
Control was significant in the predicted direction (£ = 
.2037; £ < .01). 
Although several of the single order correlations 
were significant, the strength of the relationship 
between the variables were relatively small. 
Hypothesis 2 
Hypothesis 2 stated that a weighted linear 
combination of scores on CRPBI (Acceptance, 
Psychological Control, and Lax Discipline) and father 
absence would account for significantly more variance on 
Spiritual Well-being (SWB), Existential Well-being 
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(EWB), Religious Well-being (RWB), Wrathfulness (WRT), 
Traditional Christian (TC), Kindness (KND), Omniness 
(OMNI), Deisticness (DEIS), Loving God (LG), and 
Controlling God (CG) scores. This hypothesis was tested 
by computing Stepwise Regressions for each of the 
Spiritual Well-being and Concept of God scores. 
Before reporting the results of the significant 
multiple regression equations, it is also important to 
consider the amount of redundancy among the independent 
variables. A correlation matrix for the dependent 
variables indicates that there are significant, although 
small, relationships among the dependent variables (see 
Table 4). These may influence the amount of the unique 
contribution atttributed to each independent variable 
when the effects of the other independent variables have 
been partialed out. 
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Table 4 
Correlation Matrix for Four Independent Variables 
--------------------------------------------------------
Acceptance Psy. Control Lax Disc. Fat. Abs • 
Acceptance 
Psy. Control -.527** 
Lax Disc. 
Fat. Abs. 
* p < .05 
.187* 
-.035 
** p < .01 
-.527** 
-.436** 
.019 
. 187* 
-.436** 
.182* 
-.035 
.019 
.182* 
Analysis of the Stepwise Regressions indicate that 
only one var i able was entered into any equation. Three 
of the dependent variables did not have any of the 
independent variables meet the criterion level, thus 
regression equations were not computed for these 
dependent va r iables. Therefore, hypothesis 2 is not 
supported. The weighted linear combination of scores 
from the CRPBI and father absence do not account for 
significantly more variance on Spiritual Well-being and 
its subscales, and the concept of God scales than the 
strongest of the variables alone. Seven of the 
equations did have one independent va r iable entered. 
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An equation was formed for the dependent variable 
Loving God with the independent variable of Acceptance. 
The results of the equation indicate with one 
2 
independent variable~= .2714, ~ = .0736, ~ < .01. 
Table 5 presents a summary of the results for variables 
both in and out of the equation. When all of the 
independent variables are forced into the equation R = 
2 
.3425, R- = .1173, ~ < .01. The other three independent 
variables do not add significantly to the equation. 
However, both Acceptance and Control were significantly 
correlated with Loving God in single order correlations. 
Table 5 
Summary of Stepwise Regression for the Dependent 
Variable Loving God 
Variables in the Equation 
2 
Variable Multiple R R F-Test 
Acceptance .2714 .0736 9.94** 
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Table 5 continued 
Variables not in the Equation 
2 
Variable Increase in R T-Test 
Father Absence .0701 .783 
Control -.1265 -1.420 
Discipline -.0785 -.895 
*p < .05 **p < .01 N = 127 
The independent variable of Control was the only 
variable used to form an equation with the dependent 
variable Controlling God. The results of the equation 
indicate with one independent variable are R = .2037, R 
= .0415, p < .05. Table 6 presents a summary of the 
results for this equation. When all four of the 
independent variables are forced into the equation R = 
2 
2 
.2320, R- = .0538, £ > .05. When all of the independent 
variables were forced into the equation the equation was 
no longer significant. This indicates that the 
relationships may be spurious or false positive. 
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Table 6 
Summary of the Stepwise Regression for the Dependent 
Variable Controlling God 
Variables in the Equation 
2 
Variable Multiple R R F-Test 
Control .2037 .041 5.41* 
Variables not in the Equation 
2 
Variable Increase in R T-Test 
Father Absence .0079 .09 
Acceptance .0996 1.11 
Discipline -.0553 -.62 
*p < .05 **p < .01 N = 127 
The third equation involves the dependent variable 
Wrathful with the independent variable Control. The 
results of the equation with one independent variable 
2 
are R = .2165, R = .0469, E < .05. Table 7 presents a 
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summary of the results for variables both in and out of 
the equation. When all four of the indpendent variables 
2 
are forced into the equation R = .2348, R = .0551, P < 
.05, indicating that when all of the independent 
variables are taken together the equation is not 
significant. 
Table 7 
Summary of the Stepwise Regression for the Dependent 
Variable Wrathful God 
Variables in the Equation 
2 
Variable Multiple R R F-Test 
Control .2165 .0469 6.15* 
Variables not in the Equation 
2 
Variable Increase in R T-Test 
Father Absence .0488 .544 
Acceptance .0625 .607 
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Table 7 continued 
Discipline .0675 .695 
*p < .05 **p < .01 N = 127 
The dependent variable Kindness formed an equation 
with the independent variable Acceptance. The results 
2 
of the equation are~= .1770, ~ = .0313, p < .05. 
Table 8 presents a summary of the results for variables 
both in and out of the equation. When all four of the 
independent variables are forced into the equation R = 
2 
.2241, R- = .0502, E > .05, indicating that when all of 
the independent variables are added together the 
equation is not significant. 
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Table 8 
Summary of the Stepwise Regression for the Dependent 
Variable Kindness 
--------------------------------------------------------
Variables in the Equation 
2 
Variable Multiple R R F-Test 
Acceptance .1770 .0313 4.04* 
Variables Not in the Equation 
2 
Variable Increase in R T-Test 
Father Absence -.0980 -1.10 
Control .0097 .11 
Discipline -.1114 -1. 25 
*p < • 05 **p < .01 N = 127 
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The dependent variable Spiritual Well-being formed 
an equation with independent variable Acceptance. The 
2 
results of this equation are R = .2970, R = .0882, p < 
.01. Table 9 presents a summary of the results for the 
variables both in and out of the equation. When all 
four of the independent variables are forced into the 
2 
equation the results are~= .3655, ~- = .1336, p < .01, 
indicating the four independent variables taken together 
do not account for more significant variance than 
Acceptance alone. 
Table 9 
Summary of the Stepwise Re gression for the Dependent 
Variable Spiritual Well-being 
Variables in the Equation 
2 
Variable Multiple R R F-Test 
Acceptance .2970 .0882 12.09** 
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Table 9 continued 
Variables Not in the Equation 
2 
Variable Increase in R T-Test 
Father Absence .1321 1.48 
Control -.1273 -1.43 
Discipline -.0365 -.41 
*p < .05 **p < .01 N = 127 
The dependent variable Religious Well-being formed 
an equation with the independent variable Acceptance. 
2 
The results of this equation are~= .2626, ~- = .0690, 
E < .01. Table 10 presents a summary of the results for 
the variables both in and out of the equation. When all 
of the independent variables are forced into the 
2 
equation the results are~= .3014, ~- = .0909, E < .01. 
This indicates that the four independent variables taken 
together do not account for more variance than 
Acceptance alone. Religous Well-being is related to 
both Acceptance and Control when single order 
correlations are computed. 
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Table 10 
Summary of the Stepwise Regression for the Dependent 
Variable Religious Well-being 
Variables in the Equation 
2 
Variable Multiple R R F-Test 
Acceptance .2626 .0690 9.26** 
Variables Not in the Equation 
2 
Variable Increase in R T-Test 
Father Absence .1003 1.12 
Control -.1041 -1.16 
Discipline .0156 .17 
*p < • 05 **p < • 01 N = 127 
The last question involves the dependent variable 
Existential Well-being with the independent variable 
2 
Control. The results of the equation are~= .2915, R-
= .0849, E < .01. Table 11 presents a summary of the 
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results for variables both in and out of the equation. 
When all of the independent variables are forced into 
2 
the equation~= .3910, ~- = .1529, p < .01. The four 
independent variables taken together do not account for 
significantly more variance than Control taken alone. 
Single order correlations indicate Existential Well-
being is related to both Control and Acceptance. 
Table 11 
Summary of the Stepwise Regression for the Dependent 
Variable Existential Well-being 
Variables in the Equation 
2 
Variable Multiple R R F-Test 
Control .2915 .0849 11.60** 
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Table 11 continued 
Variables Not in the Equation 
2 
Variable Increase in R T-Test 
Father Absence .1371 1.54 
Acceptance .1487 1.69 
Discipline .1526 -1.72 
*p < .05 **p < .01 N = 127 
Summary 
Positive correlations were found between 
Acceptance and the variables Spiritual Well-being, 
Existential Well-being, Religious Well-being, Kindness, 
and Loving God. A positive correlation was also found 
between Psychological Control and Wrathful God, and 
Psychological Control and Controlling God. Negative 
correlations were found between Psychological Control 
and Spiritual Well-being, Existential Well-being, 
Religious Well-being, and Loving God. 
Stepwise multiple regression analysis indicated 
that a weighted linear combination of the independent 
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variables did not account for significantly more 
variance than the strongest single variable. Each of 
the significant equations only involved one independent 
variable. Therefore, hypothesis 2 was not supported. 
There were significant correlations among the 
independent variables, and these relationships may have 
affected the amount of variance that could be accounted 
for by each independent variable. There appears to be 
enough multicollinearity to cause some suppression among 
the variables in the regression equation. Only the 
independent variables Acceptance and Control were 
related to any of the dependent variables in the 
multiple regressions. Discussion regarding the 
implications of the reported results will take place in 
the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION 
This chapter discusses implications of the results 
of the hypotheses as they pertain to the focus of the 
study. Limitations and problems of the study will also 
be discussed, as well as areas for further research. 
The purpose of this study was to examine the 
relationship between father's parenting style with 
Spiritual Well-being and Concept of God in Christian 
college women. It was believed that daughters whose 
fathers were high in acceptance, low in psychological 
control, and high in discipline, would have greater 
Spiritual Well-being, and a more positive view of God. 
In addition to father's parenting style, the amount of 
time he was absent from the home due to divorce, 
separation, or death was also believed to relate to 
Spiritual Well-being and Concept of God. It was 
believed that absence would adversely affect Spiritual 
Well-being and Concept of God. 
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Discussion of Hypotheses 
Hypothesis la-c 
The results of this hypothesis confirms that there 
is a relationship between a woman's perception of 
acceptance by her father and her Spiritual Well-being, 
Existential Well-being, and Religious Well-being, and 
her view of God as kind and loving. The more a woman 
perceives that her father controls her psychologically 
the lower her Spiritual Well-being, Existential Well-
being, and Religious Well-being, and her view of God as 
loving. These women may find it difficult to trust that 
God is loving when their father was manipulative. The 
more controlling she perceives her father, the more 
wrathful and controlling she perceives God. The 
relationships between the variables were small 
indicating that although there is a linear relationship, 
it is not a strong relationship. 
These findings confirm the previous findings of 
Campise, Ellison, and Kinsman (1979) who found Spiritual 
Well-being to be positively correlated with perceived 
quality of parent-child relationships. The current 
study took this concept further by examining specific 
elements of the perceived parenting style, and not just 
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the perceived quality. Many of the women in the survey 
voluntarily reported that they believed the quality of 
their relationship with their father was good, but they 
also experienced their father as being psychologically 
controlling. 
Although Schaefer (1965b) identified psychological 
control vs. psychological autonomy as one of the three 
dimensions measured by the CRPBI, it as not received 
much attention in the literature. It appears that 
psychological control negatively relates to well-being 
in relation to God, and sense of life purpose and life 
satisfaction. It also relates to viewing God as 
wrathful and controlling. 
A high level of father acceptance relates 
positively to sense of life purpose and life 
satisfaction. It also relates to viewing God as a 
Loving and Kind figure. Perceived father acceptance has 
also been found to be related to personality adjustment 
and self-esteem in other studies (Coopersmith, 1967; 
Fish & Biller, 1973; Lynn, 1974; Musser, 1982). 
Lax discipline versus firm discipline did not 
significantly relate to any of the Spiritual Well-being 
or concept of God variables. Previous research 
indicates that firm discipline is related to self-esteem 
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(Coopersmith, 1967), and personality adjustment (Musser, 
1982). From the current study it appears that firm 
limit setting and clear expectations does not relate 
significantly to Spiritual Well-being or concept of God. 
However, it must be noted that this scale had the 
smallest range, and least amount of variance of the 
three scores from CRPBI. Thus lack of support for this 
hypothesis may be due to attenuated range in this 
sample. 
Father absence also did not relate to Spiritual 
Well-being or concept of God. This may be because of 
the low number of subjects who experienced any father 
loss. Only ten of the 127 women sampled experienced any 
amount of father absence. All of the women had father 
present up until they were at least six years of age. 
Hypothesis 2 
The results of this hypothesis indicated that a 
weighted combination of Acceptance, Psychological 
Control, Lax Discipline, and Father Absence did not 
account for more variance in Spiritual Well-being, 
Existential Well-being, Religious Well-being, and the 
Concept of God scales than the strongest of the 
variables alone. Only one variable was related to any 
of the dependent variables in the regression equation. 
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However, single-order correlations were found between 
dependent variables Spiritual Well-being, Existential 
Well-being, Religious Well-being, and Loving God with 
both Acceptance and Control. This indicates that there 
was some suppression among the independent variables due 
to the multicollinearity. Therefore, hypothesis 2 was 
not confirmed. 
The independent variable Acceptance was related to 
the dependent variables Loving God, Kindness, Spiritual 
Well-being, and Religious Well-being. This indicates 
that women who perceive their father as accepting view 
God as loving and kind, and have a sense of well-being 
in their relationship with God. Women who felt accepted 
by their fathers also felt good about God. 
The independent variable Control was related to the 
dependent variables Controlling God, and Wrathful God 
indicating that women who perceived their father as 
psychologically controlling also viewed God as 
controlling and as wrathful. A negative relationship 
was found between Existential Well-being and Control 
indicating that women whose fathers were controlling had 
less of a sense of well-being about their life 
direction. It appears that the variable of 
Psychological Control has a greater relationship to a 
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positive sense of life direction and life satisfaction. 
This leads to the conclusion that fathers who attempt to 
control their daughters through covert guilt-inducing 
methods produce daughters who have less sense of life 
direction, and less satisfaction with their lives. 
Summary 
From the results of this study it appears that 
Spiritual Well-being and its subscales, and the concept 
of God as Loving are especially related to the variables 
of psychological control and acceptance in women's 
reports of father behavior. Significant correlations 
were found among the independent variables, therefore 
they are not mutually exclusive. A woman may experience 
her father as accepting, and yet may also experience him 
as psychologically controlling. These scores may cancel 
each other out. The CRPBI does not ask outright if the 
women felt accepted or controlled. Instead, it measures 
actual memories of father's behavior which express these 
dimensions towards his daughter. 
Unlike previous research which indicated the 
importance of disciplinary style (Coopersmith, 1967; 
Lynn, 1974; Musser, 1982) this study did not support the 
importance of firm consistent discipline. This may be 
due to the characteristics of the population sampled. 
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All of the women were attending a denominationally based 
college, and a large number of women had grown up in a 
home where either one or both parents were Christians. 
Discipline may not have been an issue for the women in 
this sample. It may also be due to attenuated range on 
this scale. This scale had the smallest range of 
possible scores. 
Implications of Results 
There are methodological limitations in this study. 
One of the problems of the study is the significant 
correlations among the independent variables. This 
affects the results of the regression equations. It 
especially effects the amount of unique variance that 
can be accounted for by each variable. The 
multicollinearity is evident in the stepwise regression 
equations where only one independent variable met the 
criterion for inclusion into the equation. 
The women sampled all attended a denominationally 
based college. This led to a fairly homogeneous 
population. All of the women sampled considered 
themselves to be a Christian, and all of the women 
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actively attended church on a regular basis. Therefore, 
this study cannot be generalized to non-christians. 
Most of the women had been raised in intact 
families, therefore, the effects of father absence could 
not be adequately assessed. Most of the women who did 
report their parents being separated had some contact 
with their father, or had another father figure. Most 
of the women also were raised in a Christian 
environment; this may account for the low number of 
divorces. 
Since this was a homogeneous sample, gathered from 
only one college, the results cannot be broadly 
generalized to other samples. Generalizations should be 
limited to Christian women with similar backgrounds to 
the women studied (e.g. from intact Christian homes). 
Further research may want to broaden the sample to women 
of varying ages, and include more women from divorced or 
separated homes. 
This study also did not ask if any of the women had 
been in previous therapy, either individual or family. 
Therapy may have effected the way in which their father 
was viewed, or their Spiritual Well-being. 
A problem also exists in attempting to measure 
Concept of God, and in attempting to relate concept of 
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God to father behavior. The projection theory has been 
quite controversial. Previous research has found the 
God concept to be closer to mother (Nicholson, 1978), 
closer to the preferred parent (Nelson, 1971), and 
closer to father (Vergote et al., 1968). Bernard 
Spilka, after reviewing the research in this area 
stated, "Correspondences have been shown between 
parental, deity, and self images, and questions 
regarding these parallels and how measurement is 
effected strongly suggest the likelihood that the entire 
question is spurious and not capable of being 
objectively resolved" (1978, p. 99). As Nicholson 
(1978) points out, "a major problem with the research is 
that it has used mostly the correlational approach and 
has ended up dealing only with parallels" (p. 56). The 
current study did not attempt to compare God concepts 
with father images, nor did it attempt to compare views 
between mother and father. 
The current study examined the relationships 
between the father's parenting style, and the woman's 
current level of Spiritual well-being, and her current 
view of God. This study found a woman's relationship 
with her father accounts for 8% of the variance on 
Spiritual Well-being, 8% of the variance on Existential 
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Well-being, and 6% of the variance on Religious Well-
being. Although these are relatively small percentages 
they indicate that early relationships with fathers are 
important to women's future spiritual development. 
Further studies may want to delete the Concept of God 
scales, and add scores for mother on the CRPBI in order 
to determine if there is greater variance on Spiritual 
Well-being and its subscales with mother included. A 
child's relationship with her parents teaches her about 
relationships in general. These earliest relationships 
influence the way a woman will approach other 
relationships, including God. Therefore, the quality of 
the relationship with both parents probably influences 
Spiritual Well-being. Further research should search 
for other variables which influence Spiritual Well-
being. 
Summary and Concluding Remarks 
In human development there is seldom one event, or 
one person that can be labeled as causative for 
another's perception of the world or self. Thus it is 
with an individual's relationship with God. One person, 
or one event alone cannot be considered the cause of the 
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quality of someone's relationship with God. However, 
earliest relationships with primary caregivers do 
influence future ways of relation to the world and 
others, including God. 
In the New Testament God is referered to as our 
Father (Matthew 6:6; Romans 8:15; Galatians 4:6). 
Throughout the Scriptures the Fathering characteristics 
are evident. Robert Frost (1978) states that God 
portrays a warm and personal picture of fatherhood 
through six roles related to the father-image. These 
roles include Creator (Acts 17:28), Protector (Psalm 
36:7), Provider (Matthew 6:31-32), Corrector (Proverbs 
3:11-12), Redeemer (Psalm 103:8, 12-13), and Comforter 
(2 Corinthians 1:3-4). The New Testament stresses the 
believer's adoption into the family of God, and God as 
father. It is natural that a woman's feelings about God 
as father would be influenced by her experiences with 
her earthly father. Frost (1978) states there are three 
things that lead to a faulty concept of God as father. 
1. Certain legalistic extremes in Western 
theology which presents God primarily as a 
Father-Redemmer. 
2. Faulty earthly father relationships which 
grossly distort the true image of fatherhood. 
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3. Personal misfortunes which seem difficult 
to reconcile with the love of an all-
powerful Father-God (pp. 19-20). 
This study is concerned with the second reason. It 
appears that a woman's relationship with God is effected 
by her relationship with her earthly father since he is 
her model of what fatherhood is about. 
Negative relationships with earthly fathers can 
lead to a mistrust of God the Father. Women whose 
relationship with God has been negatively influenced by 
her relationship with her father need help in 
discovering the characteristics of God as Father. As 
Diane Tennis wrote "Fortunately; God is God, apart from 
our images" (1985, p. 24). 
The focus of this study was on the relationship 
between the amount women perceived their father 
accepting them, psychologically controlling them, firmly 
or laxly disciplining them, and being absent from the 
home, and their view of God and their Spiritual Well-
being. The purpose of this study was not to compare the 
similarity between view of God and view of father, but 
to compare the relationship with father to the 
relationship with God. 
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The results of this study indicate there is a 
relationship between father's parenting style and 
Spiritual Well-being, Existential Well-being, Religious 
Well-being, and viewing God as loving. From this it can 
be concluded that fathers are important in their 
daughters' spiritual development, just as they are 
important in personality adjustment and heterosexual 
development. However, it seems likely, in light of the 
limited aomount of the total variance accounted for, 
that many other factors are also significant. 
Many women who consider themselves Christians 
struggle in their relationship with God. Helping them 
to identify where their view of God is faulty, including 
helping them to identify where they have projected their 
father's style of relating to them onto God, is the 
first ste.p in helping them to begin to experience God as 
an accepting father, who sets clear limits, yet allows 
for free will. God, after all is the ideal father. 
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Teresa Dean 
~50 Vine St. Apt. C 
Lebanon, PA 17042 
Your name has been chosen to oart1c1oate in a 
research pro)ect on a Woman's relationsh1p with ner 
father and the e%£ects of this relationship on her 
spiritual well-oeing and concept of God. Your name was 
ranaornly choaen irorn a list o± the %emale students at 
your school. Please take time to complete the enclosea 
booklet. 
Your oart1cipat1on in this stuav is ourelv 
oot1onal, out it is areativ desired. This study 1a for 
my doctoral dissertation 1n psycholoqy. I can't 
complete the dissertation without your help! 
Enclosed you will ~ino a booklet contain1nq a 
oackqround 1n£ormation questionnaire. the Child's Reoort. 
of Parental Benav1or lnventorv, Goncept o± God scales, 
and the Soir1tual Well-Beinq Scale. Althouqn the 
booklet iooKs rather lenqthy, 1t should take about ~3 
minutes to complete. Once you nave comoletea tne 
booklet please enclose 1t 1n the enc1oeec sel~-aaaresaeo 
stamped envelope ana place 1t in a mailbox. All of your 
answers will oe completely con±ioentiel. Please do not 
place your name anywnere on the questionnaire nooklet. 
There 1& also a oostc~ra in the oacKet. Ir vou ~re 
interestea in rece1v1nq a summary of the results of this 
study, please place your name and address on the 
postcard ana turn it into Dr. Th1eeeen's office. In 
snout six months you will receive a summary o± the 
results. 
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As I s~1d . vour oarticioation is ourely ootional. 
I± you %ee that you are unaole LO oart1c1pate in tn1s 
study . please return tne packet to Dr . Tniessen. It 
wouid ne extremely help±ul 1± you wouia taKe tne t1me to 
£ill out the queat1onna1re and mail it oack to me 
immediately . 
oarticipation! 
fhanke a lot for your time and 
S1ncere.1.y . 
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ID# __ _ _ _ 
Fatners. Dauqhters, and Conceot of God 
~uest1onna1re Booklet 
PLEASE READ THE DIR~GTIONS AT T~E BEGINNING OF ERCh 
uUESTIONNAIRE CAR~FLlLLY . 
AS HONESTLY AS YOU CAN . 
PARTICIPA T ION! 
PLEASE ~NSWER EVERY WUhS TluN 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND 
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BACKGROUND INFORMAfION 
AGE AT LAST BIRTHDAY 
CURRENT MARITAL STATUS lChecK oneJ: 
Never married Married 
;;)eoarl!ltea Wiaowea 
_____ uivorcea 
CURRENT YEAR OF COLLEGE ENROLLMENT ~Cneck one): 
Freshmen 
.Junior 
Greauai:.e 
CURRENT MRJUR (Check one1: 
_____ BLtsine.ss 
Fine Arts 
_____ Natural ~c1ences 
______ Rel1g1on 
It Other Dle~se list: 
ETHNIC BACKGROUND <Check one)! 
_____ Asian 
Hi.eoan1c 
_______ Wh1"t..e 
_____ Sopnomore 
Senior 
Eciuc.~t ion 
Home t::conom1c.s 
Li terat.ure 
______ Soc1~l Sciences 
______ Otner 
Black 
Native .American 
lndien 
______ O-r;her 
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Freauency of Church Attendance: 
_____ never 
_____ less th~n one time oer ve~r 
_____ once or twice oer vear 
oetween three and 12 times per year 
_____ weekly 
_____ more than once oer weeK 
DENOMINATIONAL AFFILIATION OR PREFER~NCE 'Check onel: 
Baotist Brethren 1n Ghr1&t 
Methodist 
Mennonite Presbyter1~n 
_____ Other 
DO YOU PROFESS TO BE A CHRISTIAN? Mark the response 
which best deecrioee you: 
No 
Yes . i respect and attempt to £ollow the 
moral and ethical teochinos 0£ Cnrist. 
_____ Yes. 1 have received Jesus Christ as mv 
oersonal Savior and Lord . 
_____ Yes . l have received Jesus Christ as rnv 
personal 5avior and Lord and I seek to tollow 
the moral and ethical teachings oI Christ. 
If ves . how manv years have vou been a Christian? 
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WERE YOU RAISED IN A CHRISTIAN HOME? <Check onel: 
_______ No 
_____ No . but close relo~1ves other tnan mv parents were 
Christiane. 
_____ Yes. only my mother was a Christian. 
_____ Yes, onlv my father was a Christian. 
Yes. both 0£ mv parents were Christ1~ns. 
FAMILY 8ACKGkuUND 
DID YOU HAVE ftNY ~IBLINGS? lCheck one1: 
_____ No. I was an only cn:ld. 
Yes . l had aider &1Dl1nqs. 
-· .. _ _Yes . I naa younqer sibl1nos. 
Yes. I nad ooth oloer ana vounqer s1blinqs. 
DURING YOUR CHILDHOOD . BIRTH TO lb YE~R5 OF AGE. DID YOU 
LIVE WITHOUT A f"ATHER Cl.R STEPFATHER IN Y'uUR HCtME'i' 
PLEASE FILL IN THE fOfAL NUMBER OF YEARS YOU LIVED 
wITHOUf P. FATHER OR STEP-f".ATHER l.N YOUR HOME (rouno -r.o 
che nearest number 0£ vearsJ: 
numoer ot vears \Zro~ v to l~>. 
W~RE YOUR PAR~NTS aVfR DIVORC~D OH S~PAkATED tCheck oneJ: 
No Yes 
IF YE5. WITH WHOM DID YOU LIVE? <Check one> : 
Mo~. her Father 
_____ Otner. olease list with wnom: ______ _ _ 
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IF YOU LIVEU WITH SOMEONE OTHER THAN YOUR FATH~R HOW 
OFTEN DID YO~ SEE YOUR F~lHER? <cneck oneJ: 
once a month twice a month 
once a week t:-wice a weeJ-~ 
_____ once a week clus vacations 
_____ vacat:ions oniy 
did not keeo reqular concoct with iather 
_____ other 
DID fOUR NATURAL f~THER LJIE ~EfORE YOU WERE 3IXTEEN 
YEAF<S OF AGe? 
No Yes 
IF YE5. DID YOUR MOTHER REMARRY? 
______ No Yes 
PLEASE TURN THE PAGE AND BEGIN THE N~XT QUE5f10NNAIR~ 
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PARENT BEHAVIOR INVENTORY 
INSTRUCTIONS 
?leese reed eech it•• on the following peges end circle the 
enswer '.:.~a~ :itoa':. cloa• ~ Y deacribea the wey you remember your 
£ether ~= : ed '.:.= ws rd y ou when you were eround the ~ge sixteen . If 
you le i : 1ol'le =e: o re the ege 0£ sixteen, enawer the questions as 
you wou l ~ "\eve be:fore you l•:ft ho•e. If you did not grow up with 
your ne t-r el f a ':.her, but aoseone took the place of your father in 
your li f ~. p l eeae describe the 111an you consider to be more of e 
father to you. 
I:f you thi!'ll< t!"le ite• i• ~gg your !ether, circle !,, . 
I£ you th.i.nl< th• it•• ia ~Ql1s~!:rnL!,,J iss your father, circle ~!,, 0 
I£ you think th• itel'l is !:!Q!_!,,gg your fet!'ler, c!rc:.!.a ~!:, . 
l. Hakee :ne feel bette r a£ter tell<ing 
over ':AY worrisa Wlt;, r1in1. L St. N1.., 
2. Lil<es to talk to 111• and be with 1119 
lllUC!'l o:f ~he till•. L SL NL 
3. I!!n't •1ery patient wi t:-, :ne. L SL NL 
4. ~ee~ to it t!'let I know exactly 
what. I :itey or 111ay not do. i_ SL 'I i_, 
"' S<1ys I, :ii very good natured. L. SL NL _, . 
6. \11<1ne3 to know exactly where I am and what 
I':ii doi~g. L SL NL 
7. Decides whet friends I can go around wieh. L SL NL 
8. Soon fc:-gets e rule he has :11ade. L SL !'<1~ 
9. Doesn't mind i:f I kid hi:n about things . L S L NL 
10. Is eaay wit!"l ae. L SL NL 
l!. Doesn't: eall< with me very lllUCh. L SL NL 
12. \I/ill net. ta l l< to :ne when I displease him. j_ SL NL 
13. See'11.!1 to see :11y good points more than 
11y !eult.s. L SL !~L 
14. Doesn't let ill9 go placss bec~uae something 
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sight happen to ma. L 
15. Thinks 1:1y ideaa ara a1lly. L 
16. Ia vary strict with ma. L 
17. Tall me !'~ good looking. L 
18. Feels hurt when I don't follow advica. L 
19. Ia always telling •• how I should behave. L 
20. Usually doesn't £ind out about 2y misbehavior. L 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
2~. 
EnJoya it when I bring £rianda to ay _hoae. 
Worries about how I will turn out, because 
ha takes anythlng bad I do serioualy. 
Spends very little time with ma. 
Allows me to go out aa o£tan aa I plaaae. 
Al~ost always speaks to •• with a war• and 
friendly voles. 
26 . rs always thinking c :f things that will 
?lease 1:1e. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
Say's I'~ a big problaa. 
Believes in having a lot of rulea and 
sticking ~~ them. 
Tells me how much h ~ lovea me. 
Is always chec~ing on what I've been doing 
at 'school or at play. 
Keeps reminding me about things I aa not 
allowed to do. 
Punlshes me for doing ao••thing one day, 
but lgnorea lt tha nax~. 
33. Allows ma to tell him i£ I think 2y ideas 
are oettar than hla. 
34. 
35. 
3b. 
Leta me off easy when I do aomething wrong. 
Almost never brings me a aurpriae or praaent . 
Sometimes when he diaapprovaa, doean't aay 
anything but ia cold and dlatant £or a while. 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
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37. 
38. 
3':3. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
46. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
Underacanda my problems and worriea. 
Seema to regret that I a• growing up and 
a• apenoing more tillla away fro• hoaa. 
Forget3 co help ma when I need it. 
Sticks to a rule instead oi allowing 
a lot oi exceptions. 
Likes to talk about what ha haa r e ad with aa. 
Thinks ! 'm not gra taiul when I d e . ~ obey . 
Talla me axactly how to do my wor . 
Doesn't ~ ay much attention to my ~ - <a navior. 
Likes me to choose my own way to do thinga. 
!£ r brea~ a promise, doesn't trust aa 
again :sr a long tillle. 
Doesn't seem to think of ma very o£tan. 
Doesn't tall •• what time to be ho•a when 
I go ouc. 
EnJoys talking thinga over with ••· 
Gives me lots oi care and attention. 
Sometimes wiahaa ha didn't have any children. 
52. Believes that all my bad behavior should 
be punianea in soma way. 
53. 
54. 
57. 
58. 
5':3. 
Hug a ana lcis3ea me oitan. 
Asks ma to tall everything that happen• 
wnan I'm away £r~m home. 
Doesn't iorget very quickly the thinga I 
~ei wron-3. 
s~meti~es allows me to do things t~at ho 
~ays .ar~ 1.Jrong. 
Wanta ma to tall him about it i! I don't 
llke the way he treats ma. 
Can't say no to anything I want. 
Thinks I am JUat someone to "'put up with". 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
l. 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
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60. SptC:taks to r.ia in a cold, 111at.tar-oi-£act 
V0.1.C~ \.lhta:n I o££end hllll. L SL NL 
o:. EtlJuys ::;u.l.ng on drives, t:-ipa ar · viaita 
... ~th ...... L SL Nt. 
62. '..Jc:-:-.:. e s abou't. lllQ when I, ;n away. L SL NL 
i;3. Ft.:i:gti!~3 t.C. get. :na t.hlnge I need. L ::I.. NL. 
64. Gives ;)a rd punish111ent:s. I.. SL NL 
65. Believes in showing his lava for 111•. I.. SL Nl.. 
66. Fae la hurt. by the things I do. I.. SL NL 
67. Tells :118 hew t.o a pend m.y ir•• tim.•. L" SL Ni.. 
68. Doesn't. i:'lSJ.St:. that I do ray · hoa•work. I.. SL. NL. 
69. Lat.a ;llQ help to decida how to do thing a 
....,-:, #:-a 1.1ork1ng on. (.. SL NL. 
70. Soya so::oa day I'll b• puniah•d £or ay 
bad bane.viol:". L SL NL 
71. Dcean#t seem t.o en Joy doing thing a with ae. I.. SL NL 
72. Gives me as :auch £reedo:a aa I want.. L SL NL 
73. S;ni..!.e a at. !l\0 vary o:ften. L SL. NI~ 
74. Often g:.vaa up something to gait ao11.ething 
£or me. L SL NL 
7:5. .!:a a ~ways getting after llla. L SL NL 
76. S.:tt:S to .!.t. t::-ia t. I,:. on ti:ae coaing hoiaa 
£~0:l\ SC:100i or for maa l.:3. I.. SL. NL 
77. Tr:.es t.o t.:::aat. llle aa an equal. !., ::OL Ni_ 
78. Keeaa 0 c::ireiul check on ... to a aka aura I 
ha v e t.!"le r:.ght. kinda oi £r:.enda . L SL i'IL 
7'3. Kaaps 0£:.ar :119 about finishing lllY work. L S L NL 
1:10. De;::encs upon his lllOOd what.!"ler a :-ula i .5 
an£or-c~d or not.. ;... $)_ i~ i~ 
81. Maka3 ::ie :feel free 1o1hen I' :a with hi:a . i.. 3 L. NL 
s:::. E:<cuae.3 ::iy bad conduct. L SL. \'l i_ 
83 . Doesn't. ~he~ t;ia t: he lov e s l'le. 1- SL ,~L 
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8'l. !s lass f::-iendly with 111e 1:f I don't a ea 
things his way. L SL NL 
85. Is aole to 111a.ke 111e feel bet.tar when I, 11 upaet. L SL NL 
86. Becomes very involved in ::ay life. L. SL NL. 
87. Almost "lw.,ya complains about:. what I do. L SL NL 
88. Punishes 1>e when I don't obey, L SL NL 
89. Always list.ans to :ay idaaa and opinions. L SL NL 
90. Tells :ae how much ha haa au:i:fered for ae. L SL NL 
9l. Would like to be ab la to tall ae What to do 
"l l tha ti:1e. L SL NL 
92. Doesn't check up to aee wheth•r I have dona 
what:. he told Ille. L SL NI.. 
93. A aka 111e wnat:. I think about how ..,. ahould 
ao t.hl.nga. L SL NI.. 
9'l. Thinks and t:.all':a about ray . llliabehavior long 
a£ tar l.t.3 ever. L SL NL 
<35. Doean't shore many activitiaa with lll8. L SL NL 
96. Let:.a DIS go any place I plaaae without aal<ing. L SL NL 
97. En Joya doing t:.hinga with ••• L SL NL 
'JS. !'lakes :ue feel like t.h• :a oat iaportant 
per.son in his li:fe. L SL !H .. 
'3':1. Dcean't t::-y to under.st:.and ay point o:f view . L S L NL 
100. Be .J:i evea in punishing Ill& to correct and 
improve :uy lllanner.s. L SL NL 
lOl. O:ften hos long talk a with rae about t ' 
C.:1U3e:5 and reason a :for thing•. L c:: · . ., 1,, , i~ i-
10::?. Wanes to know with who111 I'v• b••n when 
I've been out:.. L. SL ~~ 
103. Ia unhappy th011:. I'm not bat:.:.ar in achool 
thdl1 I a:a .. ~ SL Ne, 
10~. Only keeps rules when it auit:.a hilll. L SL i,J·. 
105. Re01l!y wants Ille to tell hira JU&t how I 
£eel about. t!'linga. 1. SL. M .~. 
106. Le t..s 111e sr.~y up lat a i£ I keep aaking. !.. SL !~ ...... 
107. 
108. 
109. 
110. 
111. 
112. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
117. 
118. 
119. 
120. 
121. 
122. 
123. 
124. 
126. 
127. 
1.29. 
129. 
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Al::icst:. never goes on Sunday drivaa or 
pic:ucs w1t.h 1110. 
~i 1 1 avoid looking at 2e when I've 
disappcint:.ed hi~. 
EnJoya wor~ing with me in the houae or yard . 
Usually ~akaa me the cane.er 0£ h1a at:.tantion 
at:. ho111e. 
Oft.en blows hia top when I bot.her h12. 
Al~ost. alwaya puniahea ae in ao•a way when 
I am bad. 
O!tan pra1aea 2e. 
Says 1£ I loved him, I'd do what he 
want.a ::ia t.o do. 
Gae.a croaa and nervous when I'm no1ay 
around the house. 
Seldom inaiata that I do anything. 
Tries to underat.and how I sea things. 
Says that. some day I'll be sorr y that I 
wasn't a better aa a child. 
Co~plaina that I get on hia nervea . 
Leta :'.\a draaa in any w.ay I pleeaa. 
SnJcya at.aying at home with aa more than 
going out wlt.h £rienda. 
Doesn't work with ma •. 
Ina1at:.a that I must do exactly whet I ' • t old . 
Encourages 111a to read. 
AaKa other people what I do away from home. 
Loaaa ~ia tamper with me when I don't help 
arcund t.~e houae. 
frequently changes the rules I am supposed 
to .follow. 
Allows ~e t.o have friends at ay hoaa o£tan . 
L 
L 
L. 
L. 
L 
L. 
L 
L 
L. 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
!.. 
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SL 
SL 
SL 
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136. 
137. 
138. 
139. 
140. 
141. 
142. 
143. 
144. 
145. 
146. 
147. 
148. 
149. 
150 . 
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Does not. insist. I obey i£ I complain 
or prot.eat.. 
Herdly not.ices when I em good at home 
or at. school. 
If I t.ake someone else's side ln an 
argument., is cold and dist.ant. to me. 
Cheers me up when I am sod. 
Does not. approve of my spending a lot of 
time awey fro• hcaa. 
Doesn't get me things unless I esk over 
end over again. 
Sees to it that. I obey when he tells me 
SOIUtthing. 
Tells me where to find out more ebout. 
things I went. to know. 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
Tells me cf ell th• things he hes done for me . L 
Wanta to control whatever I do. 
Do es not. bot.her to enforce rules. 
~akea ma £eel at ease when I'~ with h im. 
Thinks that any miabeh~ vior is ve~y serious 
and will have £ut~=e consequences. 
Is alweya finding feult with ~e. 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
Allows me to spend my money in any wey I like. L 
Often speaks of the good things I do. 
~ekes his whole life center about 
his childrgn. 
Doesn't aegm to know what. I need or went. 
S e es to it. thet. I keep my clot.hes neat, 
cleen ar.d in order. 
Is happy t.o see ~e when I come from school 
or play. 
Ouest.iona me in detail about what. my friends 
and I diac~aa. 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
!.. 
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151. Doean"t give me any peace unt.il I do what 
he saya. L. SL. NL 
152. !n3l.St.S r follow a rula one day and then 
£orget.3 about. 1 t. t.he next.. L. SL. NL 
153. G.i.vea rne the choice 0£ what. t.o do whenever 
poasib.l.e. L SL NL 
154. I can talk hilll out. o:i an order, i:f I coaplain. L SI.. NL 
155. 0£ten 111akea :fun 0£ lla. L. SL. NL 
156. I£ I've hurt. his faalinga, a to pa talking to 
:ta un t.~ l I please hill again. L SI.. Ni.. 
157. Has a good ti ma at hoae with sa. L. SI.. NL 
158. Worries that. I can't:. take car a 0£ aya•l£ 
un.l.eaa he 1a around. I.. SI.. NL 
159. Ac<::..s a.s t!"iough I' ::i in the way. L SL 'JL 
160. I£ I do t.!'le leaai:. little thing that I 
shouldn't. he puniahea :aa. L. SL NL 
161. Hugged .:ir kissed 1118 goodnisn t when 
I was 3;aall. L. SL r-IL 
152. Says if I really cared for hi:.. I would not 
do t.h.l.ngs t.hat. cause hl.111 t.o worry. L SL. " L 
163. rs always trying t.O change !Ile. L. SL .NL 
16-t. Let.s me get. away withoui:. doing 1o1ork I have 
been given t.O do. L. SL NL 
165. Ia easy to t.a.l.k to. L. SL \'lL 
156. Says t.hat. sooner or lat.er wa .:ilwaya pay 
ior bad benavior. L. SL "l l. 
167. Wishes I were a di:i£erent. kind o:f person. L Sl. iiL 
168. L.et.a lll8 go out. any aven.1.ng I wani:.. l. SL NL 
169. Se e ms proud o:f the t.h.i.nga I do. L SL NL 
170. Sp~nds .:i.l.raost. all 0£ hia f:ee ti:iia with his 
c:i.ildren. L S L !\!L 
171. Te.!. ls rae to qu.l.t '"hanging .:iround the house" 
and go aomewnere. L SL .'IL 
172. I have cert.a in JOba to do .:ind all not allowed 
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to do anything alae until they are done. L SL NL 
173. !a very int:araat:ed in what: I aJll learnl.ng at 
sc:iool. L SL NL 
174. AllllOSt: always wan ta co know who phoned :ae or 
wrot:e to :ne and what: they sa.ld. L SL NL. 
175_ Doesn't. like t:.ha way I ac-:. at: ho111a. L SL Nt. 
176. C!1angea h is mind to make thing a easier for 
h.lJ:ISa.i.£. L SL NL 
177. Lacs 111e do things that: ot:!'ler children ay age 
do. L SL N~ 
178- Can be talked into t:hings aaaily. L SL NL 
179 . Often see11s glad to get away fro11 Ille for 
a wn.1.le. L SL NL., 
180. When I u ;.. set: hi111' won't have anything to do 
Wl.t.h /!IQ _n t.il r find a way to lllake up. L SL NL 
181. Isn't int.er-est.ad in changing 2e, but li k es 
me as ! a:1 . L SL NL 
182. I.Iii sh as I would at.:iy at ho:ae where he could 
c~re 0£ .":l d. L. SL NL 
183. Mai< es ::ia :feel I' :11 not loved. L SL l'<i.. 
18<L Has ::tore ::-ules than I c.:in r:!l111eD1ber, so 
l.S of~en ?Unl.SOl.ng :ne. L SL NL 
185. ::Oays I ::iaKe hi :n happy. L SL NL 
186. When r don't. do as he want.3, say a I,"' not 
grate£ul :·or all he has don e for :ae. L. SL NL 
187. Doesn't lat. 1118 decide . t!'linga for 111yaelf. L SL Ni. 
188. Let:s :ne get. away Wi t:-i a lot. o:i t hins " . L SL NL 
189. Trl.ea to be a :r.:.and rat.:iar than a l::;...:iaa. i.. ., . _.._ NL 
190. W•,, t~lk to me again and again abou:. anyt.hing 
bad I do. L SL r.j ,_ 
191. I .3 :'lever intareat.ad in 111eet.ing or t al king 
w.1.::.~ Illa £~!.ana.3. L SL NL 
192. L.~:.s ma do anything I like to do. L SL Nt. 
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For each of tne followina o~ir 0£ ad)ectives cneck the 
space wn1ch oeet aescr1bes now you ±eel aDout uoa . 
only one space £or each neir oi aa1ect1ves . 
c.lose d1st~nt: 
re1eci:.1nq accep&inq 
oersonal .lll\t:•ersona l 
dem.'lnctinq not oem<!lncin9 
loving hat1nq 
oamning 
res'tr1ct1nq 
stronq 
unforaivinq 
controll.inq uncontrolling 
aoprovina disaoorov1nq 
st r 1ct lenient 
oermiss1ve 
Bernard Soi .L fHI . Used oy oermission . 
Below are ~a 1 ec<: i ve.c:. : nat. many t:•eop.te u:::.e tci ae.scr-.. ,-:.-;; 
. .:,oa. ":fH:!:V mav Ol:' mav OC·':: :t1L.. -:.he imaoe O:t Joa wnic:. you 
no..-d. For everv one oi i::hese worc.s. write circle t. !'°le 
number i...•n1cn neaL .seems to oe-.scr1.oe G·:;:,a. 
l. The WC»rd does no"t. aescr:.be ••l1C1C 11 • 
2 . The woro de.scri..oes •' (Jt:'IG •.• 
3. fhe ...,ord ct8scr l c•es ·'Goe:" t:iart1cul.arlv well. 
Avenc::r1ni:r .J. .2. 3 r;.1na l. 2 j 
t:· .t e.see.c L 3 r\1nqJ.y L 3 
rl 1 uni: 1 2 3 LOVl.nq l L .:: 
Cnar1t.aole J. ., 3 Ma:iest.ic l ..:: 3 
-
Com:fort.inq l L .:! Ma't.cniess .i. .2 .":I 
Considerate l , ::., Merc1.fu ... l L .:i 
"' 
Creative .L 2 .:S L'm n l po-c.en t. l ..: 3 
Cr1i::.1ca.J. l L ,;j Omni ore.sent.. 1 2 =· .... 
Cruel l L 3 umn1ac1ent 1 ..: j 
Damn.i.nq .!. 2 3 Patient .!. ~2 :i ~· 
.)1si:.ant l L 3 Powerful l -, ;j "'-
Fair 1 L. 3 i:Jun 1 sni nq 1 2 3 
F.trm .1 2 _j r<ea .i l ) s .... 
Forq1v1nq l ;~ 3 R.i.qh.teous 1 L .;:. 
Geni:.le 1 2 3 Severe l 2 .:j 
Hard l 2 3 Sovereiqn 1 2 j 
Imoersonal l 2 8 ::.teaal:as1:. l 2 .j 
Lmoort:.ant:.. l L 3 SL.ern 1 2 ..; 
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Inaccessible l .2 3 :::i't.ronq l 2 ~· 
In±1nit:.e l ;: ~ True ). .2 2 
Just 1 2 3 Mv·r:..ru.ca1 1 2 .'.:l 
wratn:fui l L 3 
¥~thers, God, & SWb l4v 
SPIRifUAL WELL-BEING SCALE 
For each of the followinq statements circle the choice 
that best indicates the e~tent 0£ your agreement or 
disaqreement aa it describes your personal experience: 
SA = 
MA = 
A = 
D = 
MD = 
SD = 
1. 
2 . 
't. 
s. 
6. 
7 . 
8. 
"j. 
Strongly Aqree 
Moderately Agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
l'loderat:.ely Disagree 
St.ronqly Uieagree 
I don't find mucn sat1&f~ction 1n 
orivate praver with Goo. 
I don't Know who l am. wnere l 
come from, or where I'm goinq. 
I oel1eve that God loves me and 
cares about me. 
feel tha~ l1%e ie a oos1t1ve 
e~i:ier1ence. 
l bel1ev~ that ~od is 1m~arsonal 
and not 1nterestea in my a4iiy 
s1tuat1ons. 
I £eel unsettlea about my ±uture. 
I have a ceraonal!y mean1nqful 
relat1aneh1p with God. 
1 £eel verv ful11lleo ana 
set1s£ied with li£e. 
I don't get much oersonal strenoth 
and support from my God. 
SA MA /:\ D MD SD 
5A Mt\ A D 11D SD 
!:.iA MA ft U MD ~D 
5A .MA A D MD ;5[J 
;:,/\ MA A D rm :5D 
:51\ i1t\ l\ D MD SD 
10. I feel a sense of well-being aoout SA MA ft D MD ~D 
t:.he a1rect1an my life 1e headed in. 
11. i believe thQt God is concerned 
about my proolems. 
SA MA f'i. D ND 5 [J 
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L2. I don't en1ov much aoout lixe. 
13 . I don/t have a oersonally 
sat1sfyinq relationship with Goa . 
iq. I feel good about mv future . 
15. Mv relationship w1th God nelps me 
not £eel lonely . 
16 . 1 feel that life is full o± 
conflicts and unnappiness . 
17. l feel most fulfilled when I'm in 
close communion with God . 
18 . Life doesn't have much meaning . 
19. My relation with God contributed 
to my sense of well-being . 
20. I believe tnere is some re~l 
ourpose for my li~e . 
5A MA 
SA MA 
SA MA 
SA MA 
SA MA 
SA MA 
SA MA 
SA MA 
SA MA 
A D MD 
A D MD 
A D MD 
A D MD 
A D MD 
A D MD 
A D MD 
A D MD 
A D MD 
5D 
SD 
5D 
SD 
SD 
5D 
SD 
5D 
5D 
Are there anv comments vou would like to include about 
your relationship with your fatner? 1± so, olease £eel 
±ree to write in the space below . 
PLEASE PUT THE COMPL~TED BOOKLET IN THE ENCL05ED 
ENVELOPE AND PUT IT IN THE MAIL BOX AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIAPTION IN THIS STUDY! 
Fathers. Goa . & ~W~ - i42 
FOLLOW UP POSTCARD 
Last week a oookiet seeK1n~ your input on r~ther­
dauqhter relat1onsh1pe and concept oi Goa was mailed LO 
you . Your name was arawn in a random sample 0£ ±emaies 
£rom your college . 
If you have already comole~ed ana returned it olease 
accept my sincere tnanKs. If not, Pl~~~~ ao so today. 
Because it has been sent to only a small. but 
representative, sampla of women it 1s extremely 
important that your input also oe included 1n tne study. 
It by some cnance you did not receive tne auest1onna1re. 
or it qot misplaced. please call me, collect (717-~74--
3212) , and I will qet another one in the mail to you 
today . 
Sincerely, 
Teresa Dean 
Deor Teresa . 
I was a oart1cipan~ in your studv and I am 1n~eree~ea in 
rece1 v 1nq a summary of tne results . I underetana tha~ 
because mv responses were con£1aent1al you wili be 
unable to eend me 1n£ormat1on regard1ng my personal 
relat1oneh1p w1th my £ather and how that effected my 
relat1onship with God . 
Name: 
Address : 
~Please note that the 1ntormat1on will be sent to vou in 
about 4 months . 
r~thers. Goa. ~ ~W~ - l~~ 
f\PPENDIX & 
Rt\W L>f\Ti\ TtlBLE.5 
1-3 
4-5 
6 
7 
8-9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14-15 
16 
17 
18-19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25-27 
28-30 
31-3.3 
34-35 
3b-37 
~8-·39 
40-"':I: .l. 
42-43 
4<!-4'6 
46-47 
48-4'::1 
~0-51 
52-54 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
iarners. Goo. & ~ws - l~~ 
APPENDIX B 
RAW VAT.I'\ 
Identification number 
.Aqe 
Marital Star.us 
Year in Calleqe 
M~;or o:t studv 
Ethnic Backoround 
Frequency o± Churcn Attenaance 
Denomination 
Christian Bel ie:f 
Numoer of years a Chrisi::.ian 
Gnr1st1an Home 
Siblinq Campos1tion 
Number 0£ years ~ather ftosen~ 
Parente marita.J. status 
Person with whom aub1ect lived 
I£ parents were divorced how often subJect 
saw :fat.tier 
Did father die 
Did mother remarry 
Acceptance vs. ReJect1on 
Psycholoq1ca1 ~ontrol vs. Paycno1oa1cal 
Autonomy 
= Lax D1sc1pi1ne vs. Firm u1ec1pi1ne 
= Lov1nq G•:::ia 
= ~oni::.ro1l1nq God 
= Wrathful Goa 
: lrad1t1ona1 ~hr1at1an view of God 
= Kindness view of &od 
= umniness 
= Oe1sticness 
= Religious well-oeing 
= Ex1steni::.1al ~ell-beinq 
= ~pl.ritual Well-oe1ng 
F~thers. God, & 5W3 - 146 
12114 935741653 01 1 11 9 71 -2362214273312 46053113 
22114102574 151 01 1 82 91 7332317423212 46057117 
31912 635141152 01 1 130 86 73625.1.3423312 45857115 
41811 14574 551 01 1 128 66 37363113373312 45748105 
51811103464 '353 01 1 87 73 52232316423112 45438 92 
E,19121034641153 121212 7910'3 9332213393312 45651107 
71811 13432 753 01 1 102 72 233423133'33L~ E, 45052102 
81'311 134E.4 152 01 1 123 84 33322513332712 45849107 
92013 93474 954 01 1 75 73 24341613423312 55851109 
103723 534242552 01 1 81 77 23362114393212 45560115 
111912 935741553 01 1 110 80 13352818423312 45353106 
122213 23434 952 01 1 114 95 20'342412413212 45647103 
132013 43474 353 421612-25136 11333122423312 46052112 
141912 934741652 01 1 30 95 29332714383212 55346 99 
151811104574 353 01 1 116 89 12342218413012 46051111 
1Ei1914 93474 612 01 1 63105 15352416413312 41555116 
172013 93414 853 01 1 82105 4332711413212 45548103 
181811 33473 554 01 1 123 88 1 7 343016403211 45247 99 
191811103474 954 01 1 79 83 283620152822 8 46058118 
2022141034141454 01 1 87 98 28322416423 .::::  12 45538 93 
212113 934442054 01 1 121 78 19362718423312 46052112 
222013 63474 554 01 1 56 87 38312616423212 Lf5551107 
2320131034141154 01 1 1 70100-11342117423312 45152103 
241'312 33474 823 421412131 94 33342415423312 45749106 
2518111035241153 01 1 90 96 23020123131 8 44544 89 
251911 634741553 01 1 105 55 20332311373210 45254106 
271911 33474 754 01 1 51 85 20312415413112 45052102 
281912 934741453 01 1 -24109 2282914392612 54245 87 
291811103433 153 01 1 124 8~ .:, 223116113328 8 4494"5 95 
302012 43474 5~~. ..;.::. 01 1 .107 63 323230113629 9 45349102 
311811 434731854 01 1 126 61 36362713333012 45652108 
321912 734741553 01 1 109 65 27332514403312 46051111 
331811 334141254 01 1 83 70 29362115423312 45954113 
342013 434441352 01 1 127 79 24332511382812 4545511 .0 
352114 13444 953 01 1 71 97 18322614423212 45456110 
362113103474 554 01 1 102 71 32322618362812 45054114 
371912 834141352 01 1 103 '3 5 523128163525 9 45847105 
382013 135741553 01 1 121 7 5 27352313413312 45349108 
332013 634141233 621711 70 57 452526112323 8 54033 79 
402112 63474 14 322712-12 82 -43324132 5 22 8 45153104 
412114 63'+ 74 51 01 1 81 87 552825113330 8 45248100 
423012 63574 414 01 1 34 83 5362412423312 45852110 
432012 134741332 01 1 107 76 1332914403212 45853111 
4418111034741352 01 1 111 80 43425202922 8 65047 97 
452114 334141354 01 1 13 98 7342712383112 45138 89 
4620131035141554 01 1 93 70 29342519423312 45958117 
471912 5347'+1254 01 1 45 8'+ 23312612382812 44436 80 
Fat h ers. God. & SWB - 147 
481911 43574 4c--::. ...J&.... 01 1 '34 77 29362512423312 46049109 
4'31811 63464 9221021511135 73 47331913403312 86059119 
502415 634242431 021711 92116 19312119403312 84843 91 
511912103474 754 01 1 47102 15232419423212 45549104 
522012 13474 9c- ·::. ...J&.... 01 1 112 82 41362717402912 45150101 
5319111035441052 01 1 78 80 33312411292612 45049 9'3 
542013 £3434 C"'~-=.o ...;....,.._ 01 1 £7 73 36322 1 16413212 45952111 
·552114 634721553 01 1 128 71 45272621382610 84150 91 
561912 23'+741052 01 1 65 58 .37342216392912 65144 95 
572012 63544 3c-~. ._;c 01 1 94 74 26352212362810 45653109 
582013103413 1552 01 1 98 70 253423113029 g 4504'3 99 
5'32013 534341454 01 1 99 68 10362.911413212 45552108 ~· 
601911 63464 1 1:: 3 01 1 44 70 50352616403312 65752109 
612113 734141453 01 1 132 84 33£2714422812 46050120 
6219121034141253 01 1 81103 12332213363 311 74849 97 
6320121035741134 01 1 87 68 4733211241331 2 46050120 
641911 63474 453 01 1 41 79 20282119332712 54445 89 
6521141035731454 01 1 87 78 25322723423212 54042 82 
661912 63414 £32 01 1 16108 32322616423312 46049109 
671912 £35141353 01 1 117 70 20322415393212 74738 85 
582113101474 313 01 1 -17138 16362416423312 65444 98 
691911 434741552 01 1 101 66 23352116413;':'. 12 55842100 
702114 93574 532 221211 43104 1 =:- 342517393 ·_) 1 ;;:: 45447101 
712114 434E.41354 01 1 114 91 - ~ ')26184232 g 46052112 
722113 53444 4~ .. -, cc 01 1 88 63 44 ,_:. ::::; 2111423312 460 54114 
732214 43474 954 01 1 86 58 24, .t3 1g153128 g 64540 85 
742012 134141653 01 1 123 70 313 .:.: 2818412812 45855113 
752012103474 754 01 1 72 76 48332418333212 45954113 
762114 63474 c-~. 01 1 39 61 45321712343312 6465j2 98 ...;.::. 
771811103474 513 01 1 105 75 18352513423312 45854112 
782013 334741553 01 1 94 75 4322815363712 44545 91 
792012 53474 154 01 1 115 80 27333215353111 65236 83 
801912 43474 854 01 1 23101 15342815362812 45950109 
8 11811 834741054 01 1 68 68 52231913382712 74533 78 
8 22114 634742152 01 1 98 70 4352113412812 4555511 .1 
8 31912 13444 7c-~ ...;..:, 01 1 111 72 313220113728 9 45354107 
842013 634741453 01 1 118 84 83525184233 1 2 44950 gg 
-'.351811 63474 C"C" ~ _,_,..:, 01 1 85 79 4 3 351712393210 45546102 
851812 93474 512 01 1 11 7 63 2 S 312321413112 45750107 
871811 135141453 01 1 109 82 3 •.)352014423312 45747104 
882013 53 .,441552 01 1 97 75 3 5 3124173526 9 55547102 
8922141034441554 01 1 55 70 253418113729 9 45050110 
90181110343'+ 453 01 1 118 70 22363120'+ 13312 65253105 
912014 134141554 01 1 110 84 8323116392912 45553109 
922012 73'+ 1 '+ 52 01 1 74 71 213028152722 8 44747 '34 
931811103413 t::"·-1 ..JC 01 1 100 95 -13428134233 9 45548104 
942124 63444 853 01 1 8 ·=· ,_ 79 1232281 5 2930 E, 45556111 
9521~'.3 13574 953 01 1 s-· .::. 79 12322812403 0 E, 45555111 
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9619121034721253 01 1 109 80 22282114312411 53438 72 
9720131034741053 01 1 17 71 27321212393112 45046 95 
982114 634741054 (J 1 1 113 76 2 c) 322522423212 65752109 
9922141024241034 01 1 24108 13342510422912 45251103 
1002114 93474 733 01 1 79103 25342520423312 45751110 
1012611 1347430E.5 01 1 -5123 9223020412712112626 C" O::. ...;.._ 
1022013 '334741053 01 1 9 ·-· c 92 16263119392812 55049 99 
1032013 934441552 01 1 113 71 37352017403212 55850108 
1042012 533541032 721311100 74 57363122423312 45058118 
1052012 434741054 01 1 42104 -5332514403212 45141 92 
1051811103474 952 01 1 104 95 27352514423112 44547 92 
1071912 93373 452 01 1 48 69 37313017423212 54654100 
1082012 53474 9-=--::-....J-.> 01 1 123 71 28342514383212 45057117 
1092013 143141031 821311109 72 383624142822 8 46058118 
11018111034745533 01 1 113 63 15351911393312 46058118 
1112012103474 65 1 01 1 98 98 23332415393211 45843101 
1122013 134741253 01 1 127 71 20312815353211 55757114 
11320131034741454 01 1 105 97 14312517372912 44840 88 
1142012 534441353 01 1 37 80 21342515413212 45651107 
1152013 13474 913 621811 17111 12352315382912 44943 92 
1161811 4347Lr1253 01 1 118 76 29342312423212 45454108 
1172131 347314511 01 1 82115 202826204i3012 44245 87 
11830241034441834 01 1 73 92 482030193122 9 73229 61 
1192214 724241034 01 1 42137 1s2e.221s211e 8 E0 5147 98 
1202012 23414 854 01 1 72 73 29312517383312 45242 94 
12147241033744754 01 1 88 83 163219153532 C" 45036 96 ...J 
1221811 434741253 01 1 79 68 443325203124 8 45244 96 
1232114 43474 812 01 1 9 94 273521172622 9 S5549105 
12418111035141132 01 1 102 57 27332817403212 45254106 
12531121034742654 01 1 -7124 -7123219422412 43'32b 65 
1251912103333 '333 01 1 121 82 38332414332712 44339 82 
12721141034641853 (> 1 1 107 67 2S322125423312 45842100 
f~~hers . Goo . ~ ~WB - ~q9 
APPENDIX C 
5TAT15TICRL GAL~ULftTIONS 
F l i 1 . t-h) 1:•t) 
n 1;: "" o l. ' ~·:. L t 8 
AUT . 0 190 
DIS . l e.:':! 
LOV . 0580 
CTL . 01 16 
(·JT H • ( •51 7 
TO I< -. l l.)::. ·:1 
hl'·ll l -·- . 1 1)2~5 
lJ i•I ( ·· • • .. •i', :O, l 
liL I . <)86.;. 
kLL . 007 ~ 
c~ r 1 ~ ~~ 
S (·JfJ • 1 1 ::,8 
1 .::: 7 
··· . ·)3.'t!J 
1 . ~ . .:i1~ ll)( > 
.. 5~:::1· 0 ·~ "' 
• 1H 73 
. t)432 
- 1 ?"";·'(! 
. 2L2b tt· 
.. L·-.:. ·,:~ .l+ Jli · ·J.-
f. 1UT 
. t) ! 'JO 
1. t)OOO 
·--· . 43E, 1 """ ... 
... . . 2.1.fE.~:i -.:. 
. 2037 
.. 21 C5 ¥ 
. 11 -/ 7 
... . 1)[j~j 1 
• 1 l I l 
· • 2 2 -::,-/ ;-; 
··- . i:?.·.·:, 1 5Jii··lt-
- . 2598 ... 
1 ·-·ta i1 e d Siu,,., i f' : 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 150 
D IS 
• 182 1 
. 1873 
- ... i.:::.tS 1 It. 11:-
J. 00(1(1 
··-· • (l ~:: ~+ 'J 
- .. 03'37 
-- . ( 17 .1.'.t(I 
- . (17/t !:_, 
- .. 0 1 ..: • ..:, 
. 1 ... :3 : ~ 
• (H) .1'+3 
. ( 1213 
.. t. 1=-Ut) 
• ~:::7 1 1'.1 ~· 
- .. 2.1.'.t 65 ·~· 
-- • o~::..:1. ':3 
- . 1 ':J l1 
·- . 2 .l i<U•· 
.. 1 t~C t 1 
• "'* 1 .':.•") .... ,.. 
• 1..: 1 ~ 1J 
-·- . 3:.~ 1 3 Jl: ·k'.· 
. ~'J ':j .4 Iii· JI; 
• E.Bi:::Cl':· ·)t-
* -- .. 01 i(· irt- -- .. 0 01 
CTL 
• !) 1 16 
--· . 1 ::!.-/5 
.. • 1 'J 1 1 
1 . (1(1(1(1 
• 30 1 .1.'.t-;.o;· ll;· 
. 1 :~, Ll.J 
..... . (1 ~!,:·.~'J 
. 1 ( 11 ':J 
· - ., t. I• 1 . , .'t 
-··· . (1•:; 15 
. • •.::ilJ,.:: 1 
-·- . J (l.i'.t7 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 151 
c.:.rrelat i ·: •r1 s : t,JTH TDR !·:ND OMI DE I REL 
F'-i ~) 5 ! : - 1053 - i ~:i2s - OE.51 ·.~18 63 0 875 
AR - OE. '?O 04 .32 1770 - 0 3'33 ·- .:3 ·+ l 2E..2E.* 
AUT 2!55 .. 1 177 - 0851 03.:;.2 1 1 17 - 2237-tt-
DIS - •)337 - 07 4+0 - 0745 - (> 1 4+4:.. l 4'.+35 (IE.4<1 
LO\' - 2!48* 1668 4130** 1483 - 3313** 5241** 
CIL 3(l1l+~~ 1368 - 03::;3 1 01 9 - 005.+ - 09 15 
WTH 1. r)(l(l(I 1388 - 0 5'31 1328 2458• - 08'33 
TOR 1288 1. r.)(l(l(I 7008 ·~* G222** - 1 (l(l 5 1972 
l·<rJD - UE.'31 7008** 1 0000 4832** - 1802 3157*--:-
C~l ! 1329 b222** •+822 -~* 1 000(> 00'34 0635 
OE~ 2'+S8* - 1005 - 18(12 0 0'34 1 (l(l(li) - i:+ 1 58·~ .. ~ 
r~E :_ - •.) 8'33 1'372 31:::7** .:1535 - ..'.+ 153•• 1 (l(l(J(I 
E . -· - :..:i.~ .: I 1358 24S3..: (1 3'3 1 - .:::: ~t.4 ~.;. 528(>1':-+ 
'31,Jf' - : 2:; 3 2148* 3525•-+ i)8(13 - -=tti41'3** 7.ii97~~ 
N ·= ~ f ::21se:. : 12 : 1 - t a i led ~\i gni f : ... - ·:) 1 ~"":- - •Y •l 
'
1 !.~ ~r':r:tec ~~ef fici ent csnnot ~e =omp u ~?d 
4 
FH • ~ 2SC 
RR .2754*-
RUT -.291~·• 
DIS - . .-:11.)£+3 
CTL -.0821 
~JTH -. 14•+··> 
TDP. . 1 ::;58 
KND .245~+ 
OMI . 0 391 
DE! - . 356 4+• 
P.EL . 5 280•+ 
E XT J.. . •)··)(11) 
SWB .?1 31** 
N of cases: 127 
• :i. !SC 
-. 25'3 8 .;:. 
• •.) 21 :=:. 
- .. 1oa:i7 
-. 1c.-=.a 
. 2148"-
• (18(13 
-. 4E..48 --:-* 
. '3 : :: 1 .... .,.. 
1 • (>(11,)1) 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 152 
!-tailed Sigr1i f: " - . C>l ** - .OC>l 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 153 
i'l U L T I P L E R E G R E S S 
Listw1se Deie~1c~n c•f Miss ing Data 
t::quat iO"r'"i Nurn:=- :- r Dependent Variabi2 .. LO'v' 
Begi nnir1 g 3lock Nu rnber 1. Method: St epwise 
P:<ge SPSS/PC+ 
~!ULTIPLE R E G R E S S I 0 N 
Eqtlatior1 ~Jurnber 1 Dependent Variable .. 
Variable!s l ~~~ered on Step Number 
l.. AR 
l~L1ltip l e ~ .27136 
R Square 
~djLtsteO 2 S~uare 
Sta·ndar-·d E>-rr::1 r 
RegY'·ess1·:·n 
Re:=.:idual 
. (17354 
• (nS622 
3.3581 '3 
DF 
1 2=. 
Suro of Sq i..Lares 
112 .. 05282 
14 1.)3. 57347 
3iqni."f :=- = • 002•") 
S P SS/PC+-
LOV 
Mears Squa·re 
112. (>5282 
11. 277.+..+ 
1.,1 U L -;- I P E R E G R = S S I 0 N 
De pendent \Jariab le .. Lc.·.,i 
-- - --------------- Variables in the Eqt1atior1 ------------------
"./ar:aole B SE G Beta T Sig T 
AR . 02532 8.03366E-03 . 27136 3. 152 . 0020 
30. 3'3'38 1 . 73330 i+ l. 4~S . 0000 
------- ---- --- · ; ~ ~-1~ole s 0c0 t irr the Equat1•:•r1 
'·/ c..1 r : ~ t. l e 
FH 
~:~U T 
8e~d I~ Parti a l 
- : ::+ :~;..::t:. 
-: 1 78 ::.;._) 
. ·)7016 
-. 126::: -:; 
Mi ·,'"1 T 1: · l 2r 
• ·'.:• '3 8 7 r3 
.72223 
T Sig r 
.783 
- l .,+20 
. 3725 
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R E G R E S S 0 N 
Listwise Delet:c1n c·f Missing ~ata 
Dependent Varia ble .. CTL 
1. Method: Stepwise 
Page 1 (l SPSS / PC+ 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
EqL1ation Nurnoe~-- 1 Dependent Variable .. 
Var'iable~s> Er1~ered c•n Step N•Jmber 
1.. i4UT 
MLtltiple ~ .2(1370 
R Square 
~djusteo ~ So u a r e 
St a.,..1da,.'ci S:;"'rt:•r 
. 0 414'3 
"•.).3383 
3.05031 
Analysis ~f ~J ~r:arrce 
l~ eg r ess1•:1Y- 1 
r~es1 duc:-,1 
DF 
125 
Surf'l ·=·f Squares 
72. 1•')512 
1655 .. 53507 
Signif r= = 
Page l 1 SPSS / PC+-
CTL 
Mea·rr Square 
72. !0512 
1 3.::.2477 
~1ULTIPLE R E G R E S S I 0 N 
Oepenoent Variable .. CTL 
.... l 
.... 
------------------ Vari&bles in the Eq1Ja t iorr ------------------
'·Jar i ab 12 8 SE 8 8eta T Si g T 
AUT 1.)4532 (11948 20370 2 .. ~: ;::_5 02!5 
(C 1:•ns't.:\ .(1": ) 2(1 . 7 41 1.) 7 l c.=:;c,33 12 . ~22 (10·.)(J 
in the Equat i or1 
T Si ~1 T 
• •:) 88 
r·~R 
. 7222·3 .. 2 .:. 7"' l 
.... -_ .;.· · - ~ ,.:. I :·! 
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i'1ULTIPLE R E G R E S ~ I 0 N 
Listwise Deletion of Missing Data 
Equa"t i •.:•r1 l'Jumber Dependent Variable .• i-JTH 
1. Method: Stepw1se 
!=•age 1 7 SPSS/PC+ 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S 0 N * * * .. 
Equaticin Number 1 Dependent Variable •. 
Variable{s) Entered crn Step Number 
1.. AUT 
Multiple R .21654 
R Square 
Adjusted R Sauare 
StaY1dard S: rror 
• (>468'3 
. •.)3'327 
3.(17'3'3E.. 
~nalysis of Variance 
Reg ress i o ·r-, 
Residual 
DF 
1 .- , i:::-..:....1 
Surii c:•f Squares 
58.337'38 
1185.77225 
r-= = -:. • .:. ~ ·J 7'3 3igr1if F = . 0 145 
Pa ge 18 3PSS /~·C+ 
WTH 
Mean Square 
58.337'38 
'3.48518 
1"1 U L T I P !... E R E G ~ E S ~ I 0 N 
Equation ~J, _ 1 ~1cer 1 Dependent Variable •. WTH 
------------------ Variables in the Equati on ------------------
Variable 8 SE 8 Beta T Sig T 
AUT .04070 . 01644 .21E.54 2 . 480 • 0145 
•: C.:.Y"1stai-1t) 11.331'32 1.3'3753 8.538 • (l (l(l(I 
------------- '•/cn""iables ·not in the Equati ·:··,..., 
'..)a riable Beta I,.., .:.=•-3rt i a 1 Mi i'"I T.:· 1 er T Sig T 
1-H ·.)4 7SO 04875 '3'3 1:J5.4 544 '.::877 
;:rn •.)E.251 •.) 51+..:+2 72228 5 ')7 ::J+ so 
DiS (1 6 754 OE..226 3 0 382 695 '•886 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 156 
Page 26 SPSS/PC+ 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
* 
Dependent Varia b le .. TOR 
Beginning 3l o cK Number 1. Method: Enter 
Page 27 SPSS/PC+ 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Multiple R 
R So•.la~e 
DIS 
FH 
AR 
AU T 
Ad .Just ed R 3a u~ re 
Standard E~r'or 
Dependen t Variabl e .. 
.20032 
. 040 13 
.00866 
4.42191 
Ar1alysis c·f Var iarrce 
Regr~ 9ssi 1: 1 n 
Res 1 d1Jal 
F = ! . 27~0~ 
DF 
4 
122 
Sur~ cif Squar~es 
99. 72600 
2385.50234 
Signi f F = .2835 
TDR 
Mean Square 
24.33150 
13.5532(• 
-- - - - ------------- ','ar1abl2s in th e Equatic•n ------------------
SE 8 8eta T S i; T 
DIS 1.3217C16E-·:13 03087 4 . 3233E-0 3 (l4 3 96~~ 
FH -.23835 ~568·~ - 10546 -1. i6 2 2 4 
AR .01697 J1247 14230 1. 3 Ci 1 7 :. 1• 1 
AUT .0523(> ·)3046 19657 1. 716 (186 7 
<Constant ) 32.43111 ~- 518(J5 9 . 21 8 0000 
End Block Number All request ~d variables entered. 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 157 
~EG?.E S S 0 ;.j 
Eouat : i:r ·:-1 .~~U i1 ; ::.e r 2 D2Denden t Variable .. 
:-r1e·thr:·d: 
Page ::~ SPSS/PC+ 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
~q u a t lC•Y"r ; lur110 e r'" 2 Dependent Varia ble .. KND 
Varia bl2 (s J E~t ered on Step Number 
1. JIS 
2. FH 
3. AR 
'•. AUT 
Multiple R .22408 
1 =~ Sqt..tare 
Adjust ed R So u ar~ 
St a ·rsdard E r"r·:1r 
. (15021 
. 01307 
3. 36.36 .:) 
Anal y sis ·~r Var 12nce 
F~egres:;i,:· ·n 
Resid i.~ ,,:,. ! 
DF 
4 
122 
Sum of Squares 
72.37230 
1380.28654 
F = .!. • 0 : ..:. .•. 3 Si g ·r1 if F = • 1 754 
Pag e :=: SPSS / PC+ 
Mea.,,.1 Squ 
18. 2··· 
11. 31 
R E G R E S S I 0 N 
~eoendent Variable .. 1-\ ND 
82 
------------------ Variabl es ir1 the Equati·~n ------------------
\/ar iabl2 8 S.E B Beta T Sig T 
DIS -. C>2536 .Ct2348 - 1 1 104 -1. 1 ( 1S 2712 
FH - .. 1632f) • 1 '3537 - 07544 - 835 4052 
AR .Cl1 585 3.48424E-(i3 17377 1. 571 0373 
AUT - 3.2~277E-(13 . ( >2318 - 04(i ~S - 3 56 7224 
~ Cc•ns~ar· ~ ) 2 (1. 250 5 8 2.G76Ci6 1 1. 304 (l(l(l(l 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 158 
Page 38 SPSS / PC+ 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I 0 N .. 
Dependent Variable .. OMI 
1. Method: 
Page 35 SPSS / PC+ 
MULTI~·LE R E G R E S S I 0 N 
~ependent Variable .. OMI 
Var1ab l e ~ s ; ~nt2red OY1 Step Number 
1 
2 .. 
~-
4. 
M•.t l t 1 p l e "< 
R Squar"'e 
!JI S 
F'-1 
HR 
AUT 
~djltSt:ed ~ Sq ~t are 
Stanoar-:l ~rr •: • r 
Reg ·r"·~:. s l ·: ·rt 
Resi~ua l 
• 11378 
.. 01295 
-. ~)1942 
1.~7807 
[ l !=° 
" 122 
Sum of Squares 
·+. ::;057 2 
34.3.54152 
:- -= Signi'f F • 8r)83 
------------- - ---- t)ar:~ol2s i r• the Equat1-:cn 
'•lariao ~ e B SE B Beta 
DIS 
-· 
: ~ 7080E- ,.) 3 01 172 (144'33 
~H - 1) 736•.:J 0'3747 - 0751'3 
AR .=:. --+623~E:- ··~ . ~ 4. 73160 E-1.) 3 ~ 485bE-0:13 ...,. 
AUT 01(167 01 156 1(171'+ 
( C..:1Y"1star1t: ; 1 (l. 08854 1. 33506 
Mean Square 
1. 12543 ~  ":' 
2.31S31 
T Sig -
433 tSE>l 2 
- 817 •+ 157 
052 3588 
'322 3581 
7. 557 (>(1(1(1 
End 9lcc~ Numb e r All req~ ested v ariables entered. 
r:1 ... ,... ...... 
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Page 43 SPSS/PC+ 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
Dependent Variab le .. DEI 
1. 
Page .i'.+4 SPSS / PC+ 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
Daoendent Variable .• 
Vat' iable ~ sJ ~n~ered C•n Step Numoer 
. 
2 .. 
3. 
4. 
Multiple R 
R Square 
or-=· 
""H 
AR 
AUT 
~d .j us~ed ~ SoLtare 
St arrdard Er-r ·: ·r 
.25585 
.065-45 
. 034 8 2 
1 .. ·J9833 
Anal y sis ·~f ~at~iance 
Reqress1o·r"1 
Resid u a l 
DF 
l .:'.2 
Surn of" Squar·es 
1 0 . 31':'.S,~ 
147. 33373 
. 0803 
DEI 
Mea·n Square:-
2. 5713·35 * • 
1. 2')7~. 5 
Var:ables lr1 tha Equat1c1n ------------------
~/ ariable B SE B Beta T Sig T 
DIS .0172(1 7.67218E-03 22333 2. 241 Oc53 
FH • 023 l l • 0 6383 03944 440 6605 
AR -~.63475E-(i3 3. 0 9863E-C13 - 08 '37 1 - 870 3862 
AUT . 0 107'3 7.57366E-03 16102 1. 4~i::-~._, 1508 
<Cc•nsta,-,t ) 3. 43'38'3 . 87430 ,:,. '334 (l(! t) 1 
All requested variables entered. 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 160 
Depersderit Va~iable .. REL 
Beginn1~g 3 lock Nur~ber 1. ~l e t hod: Erocer 
Page 51 
Eq1.1a tior1 Nurnber 2 
',Jariable(s) Entered 
1.. DIS 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Multiple R 
R Square 
FH 
AR 
AUT 
Adjust ed R 3Guare 
Stand~rd E:-"' ":-"" 1:•r 
SPSS/PC+ 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
Dependent Variable . • REL 
<:i'r"'• Step Number 
. 30143 
.03086 
. 05105 
6 . 384•+ l 
Analysis of V ~riance 
r-< eg r e:.si1:•'t'"1 
P.e: id udl 
F:.- = 3 . 0 4814 
DF 
4 
122 
SLHn of Squ are s 
59 1+. 77372 
5 '351.4 1025 
Signif F = .0136 
SPSS/ PC+ 
Mear1 Square 
l •+8 . 53468 
48.78205 
M U L 7 I P ~ E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
Dependent Vari~ble .. REL. 
- ----------------- Var !aoles i~ tt1e Equati or1 ------------------
'../ariable 
DIS 
FH 
i4R 
AUT 
8 
-. 0 2787 
• 4'3358 
.03885 
-. 06233 
55. 240.38 
SE B Be ta T Sig T 
04875 - 0561 7 - 5 72 5E.87 
. 40568 . 1•.) 752 1. 217 2250 
0135'3 20(174 1. 973 •.)508 
0•+814 - 14"+48 -1. 21?6 1374 
~ 55076 '3 . 341 (H)(l(I ..., . 
~11 r' eQ•Je~ted v aridbles entered. 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 161 
Equati~rr1 ~llfR Cer 3 Dependent Variable .. EXT 
Variaole ( s) E~'t2red on Step Number 
1. . D ! S 
~.. FH 
4 •• 
Multiple R 
R Square 
AR 
HUT 
Ad.justed R Scuare 
St a ·r1darij Err•:·r 
Regrc:s : i .:1·n 
Residual 
Paqe 01 
. 39105 
.15292 
• 12515 
6. 3'3.Y.(>(l 
DF 
l+ 
122 
Surn C•f '3quar·es 
'300. 43935 
4'387.74902 
• (l(l(l.i'.t 
SPSS/PC+ 
tr1ea ·n Square 
225. 1 033'3 
40.88313 
R E G R E S ~ I 0 N 
De~erident Variable .. E>:T 
------------------ Variables in the Equatior1 ------------------
"./a., .... i ab l = 
UIS 
1::-H 
O:.R 
AUT 
i'.C ·:11'"1S'tar1t:) 
8 
-.0313S 
. 7 4'3 '3 3 
• 02'3'35 
- • 1201 7 
58. 18001 
SE 3 E<eta T Si g T 
044t.4 - 13415 -2. 047 0428 
. 37133 17222 2. (> 1 '3 0457 
(J 1803 16316 1 SE.1 (1332 
Ol+407 - 23343 -2. 727 0073 
~ 
-'• 08703 1 1. 437 (l(l(l(> 
All requested variables entered. 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 162 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
Equaticn Numcer 4 Dependent Variable .. SWB 
Seginn1ng Block Number 1. Method: Enter 
SPSS/ PC+ 
M U L T I P L E REGRESS 0 N 
Equaticrr1 Number 4 Dependent Variable .. 
Variable!s) Entered on Step Number 
L DIS 
2. FH 
3. AR 
4. AUT 
~ultiple R .35555 
R Sq1.1are 
~d j usted ~ Sq u ar'e 
St a ·r"1dard Er·r c:1r 
. 133tS3 
. 10522 
11.40313 
Ana lys is of Variance 
Regression 
Re:1d u c.. l 
DF 
•+ 
122 
Sum i:if Squares 
2 "+ •+'3. 43'312 
15880.S2'338 
'3 i g t·r i f F = . 001 5 
SP'..:.S/PC+ 
SWB 
Mear1 Square 
612.35'378 
130. 16827 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
E qua't : •:·r1 :~1ur.1 oer .a.+ Dependent Variable .. 
* * .. 
------------------ Variables in the Equation ------------------
'-/ariao l 2 8 SE 9 Beta T Si g T 
DT~ 
• .::> - 1 1452 (173€.5 - 1 37'33 -1 4::.3 1531 
:"'H l 17129 E.6268 1521+5 1 758 0 7'36 
: .R 1~17 08 5 0 3217 21876 2. 2•:13 (12'35 
t1UT - 150(1 1 0 7863 - 20761 - ~ S'C :3 (1 5 8d 
·: C...:•rcst. ar1t I 1 l 0 . 31 71::. 3. 077(14 12. 2 (: '3 (l(l(l(I 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 163 
MULTif'•LE R E G R E S S I 0 N 
LO \/ 
Beginn i n g 5! c·cK ~lumoer 1 . Method: 
Page SPSS / PC+-
1'1ULTIPLE R E G R ~ S S 0 N 
Equation Nu moer 2 Dependent Variable .. 
Var·iable ~ s ) Eritered o n St e p ~Jumber 
1.. DIS 
2.. FH 
.:,. • AR 
4.. AUT 
Multipl e R .342S1 
I~ Square 
Adjusted R Scuare 
St a't'"1dard Erri:cr 
P. eg r es.s i•:1'f'1 
Re s.1dua l 
:-::- = 
7 
• 11 731 
• 08837 
3.31813 
OF 
4 
122 
St_trn o f Squares. 
178.51477 
1343.21751 
• (1(>4 •.) 
SPSS/ P C: ~ 
L O\/ 
l'rleaY"1 Squari: 
4~+ .. 6286? 
11 .. (1(1398 
M U L T I P c. E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
Eq•.l.:..t ::.c:.-..-• . -,._1 rna e r 2 Dependent Variable .. LOV 
------------ ------ Var!a bles ir1 the EqLtati on ------------------
\lariaoi e 8 SE 8 Beta T Sig T 
DIS - (1 4244 r:1231 7 - 1773'3 -1. 832 (>E. 3 4 
FH 22'+(18 l32 73 10122 1. 163 2'+72 
AR 0 1753 3. 356·) 2E-··:i3 1588'3 1. 884 ..:> E.1 '3 
t=lL.JT - 0 4 7 1·) •.)2297 - ~2521 -2. 0 5 '3 r)l+ 15 
.:cci ·n ~ t arit ) 35. 86'3 1 7 .::.. t:.338'3 1 ::. • 5 87 0 0 00 
All r eq uested v ari a bles entered. 
Fathers, God, & SWB 164 
Deo e nd e nt Vari&b le .. CTL 
l. Metr1<:od: Erst er 
P21.ge SPSS / l=•C+ 
''IUL TIP LE R :'. G R E S 3 0 N 
Eq u ation Nu moer 2 Depender1 ~ Variable .. 
Vari ab l e l s l Entered on Step Numbe r 
1.. :>IS 
..:. ... 
~ .. 
-i- •• 
M1.1l t1ol : R 
R Squa r e 
:=H 
A?. 
i=iu7 
Ad jus t ed R Sauar e 
St a r1dard Err1:1r 
.. 23202 
. 0 5383 
.(122 81 
3 . 6 71 0 6 
i=iria lysi:. <:1 f 'i ariance 
P eg ·,-··e:s:i:i ·n 
Re:i".Ju a i 
. ' - .:. .... :· 
DF 3urn of Squares 
•+ 
122 
Siq·nif F == 
,'1 '-' :... ; I P L .::. 
CTL 
:"rtea n S qu a re 
23. 38714 
13.47600 
0 N 
------------------ \)ariables in t he Equatic1n ------------------
'.Jariaol e 
DI S 
1'0 H 
H R 
~~UT 
8 
-. 0 151 3 
. •:1111 7 
• •.) =:;2E, ( 1 
: ·? . ~3546 
SE 8 Bet a T Si g T 
0 2S63 - 0 5'337 - 532 =:5 48 
21 322 0 2 1 73 2 4 ;::: 8(1'3 4 
(l 1 0 35 1 1 1 '3 '3 1 . 0 73 2S27 
0 2::: 3(1 236 1+~:: 2 .. '·. 73 0337 
2 .. '320 6 7 b . J3 (l(l( i1_) 
All r eqt.lestad ~ariabl es e ntere d . 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 165 
Deoendent Var i aol a .. 
Methc•d: 
Page 2 1) SPSS / PC +-
M U L T I P L E REGRESS 0 ~J 
Depenoen~ Variable .. WTH 
Variable(sJ Entered on Step Number 
1.. DIS 
2.. FH 
3.. HR 
4.. AUT 
Multipl e R .23479 
F~ Squar ... e 
Adjust2d R Square 
Stanaard Errt:•r 
Regress1•:,r1 
:=<esidual 
F = 
Page 21 
. 05512 
. (.'2415 
3.10411 
DF 
122 
Sur11 of Squares 
68 .. 581 1'.+ (J 
1!75.52884 
Signif F = . 1373 
SPSS/PC+ 
Mear1 Square 
17 .. 14535 
'3.63548 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S ~ I 0 N 
OependEi~t Variable .. 1,jTH 
------------------Variables ir1 the Sqt1atic1n ------------------
'Variabie B SE 8 Beta T Si g T 
DIS 01347 0 21S7 0622'3 622 5353 
FH (17•'.t89 18030 03741 4'.tl 5 6 7 86 
AR ~ 032538E-03 8. 75255E-•:i3 (16 7 46 55(1 5167 
-'• 
AUT 052.c'.+4 (1 2139 2 7 855 2 .. l+51 0157 
{C1:1·r1s'tar1"': ) l ·~J. 13927 2. 46961 4. 106 •)(H) 1 
All rea ~12 sted '1 ar1ables entered. 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 166 
Eq uat l oY-1 Nu rooe r Dependent Variable .. TDR 
Beginr1i n g Bleck Number 1. Method: Stepwise 
End Bloc k Numcer PIN = 
No var1abl~s e~tered /removed 
.050 Limits reached. 
for this blo:•ck. 
Equat i•:•r1 Nurn ce r Deperrd ent Variable .. 
Beginning 3locM Number 1. Method: Stepwise 
Page 31 SPSS / PC+ 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
EqLlation ~Jumoer 1 Dependent Variable •. 
Variable ~ sJ E ~t ered on Step ~Jumber 
1.. .:tR 
l'l ultiple " . 17637 
R Squar'? 
~~dj~t~~e~ ~ ~~ u ar~ e 
3t ariaa ·r--o ~ ~ .... ri:•r 
A:r1alysis ·:·"f '/ariar1ce 
. ')3 132 
. 02357 
3.35588 
OF 
1~ egress1 ,: • n 
l~ esidua:. 1~5 
Sum of Squares 
•>5. S158'3 
14(>7. 74.335 
• 0465 
SPSS / PC · 
KND 
;>1U~TIPLE R ::: G R E 
Dependent Variable .. f'.NO 
Mea·,.-. Squar9 
'+5. s1::s·3 
11.25135 
3 0 N 
* * * 
* * 
------------------ Variabl es in the Equation ------------------
1
•)c,riable B SE B Beta T Sig T 
AR 0 1E..14 8. 02814E - 03 17537 2 .. (110 ·~1 465 
O:Ci:1r1sta ·,...1t ·, 28. 8665/t 7327'3 3'3. 3'32 (l(l(l(l 
' 
------------- · .·~ ·r""i at•l =-s ·1"1ot i ·,.., the EquC\t i·:· ·r'", 
"Jar l ab l 
"' 
=·Et 6 I ·, .. , ~·~ rt i a 1 i'1 l ,.., T ·:'1 er T s i g T 
;=H - ·)'3E.44 - 0'3732 938 7 '3 -1 c1·:15 2753 
~'.iU r ·) 
-
1 ~:: ..• (10'3 H70 722::.J 108 '3 1 '+ ! 
D I '3 : ; t 6 ) - 1 l 
-
38 954·~~2 -1 248 2 1 .it.I.+ 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 167 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
Listwis2 J e l e~i o r1 c•f Missir1g Data 
Equat ir:1n Nurnber Dependent Variable .• Oi'lI 
Beginning Block Number 1. Methc·d: Stepwise 
End Block Number PIN = .05() Limits reached. 
No variaol2s entered / removed for this block. 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
Dependent Variable .. DE I 
Beginning Block Number 1. 
End 81 c·ck rJurnber PIN = 
No variables er1tered/remcrved 
Met hc·d: Stepwise 
. (>50 Lir~its reached. 
fc:•r this block. 
.. 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 168 
Equai: ic· ·,...1 Number Deoendent Variable .. REL 
8eg1nn1ng Block Number 1 . Methc•d: Stepwise 
Page .:.a SPSS / PC+ 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
Equation Number 1 Decendent Variable .. 
Varia ble (s) Entered on Step Number 
1 .. HR 
Multiple R .26261 
R Scua)~e .C>6 8S7 
Adjusted R Square .06152 
Analysi s of Variance 
l~egre :.s ii:rn 
Residual 
E.. .. '38268 
DF Suro •:•f Sqctares 
451 . 4625l) 
tS0'34 .. 726~ 7 
·3 .. 25'?2'? Signif F = .OC129 
SP':3S/PC+ 
REL 
~1ear1 Squ are 
lt5 1 . 45250 
48.75781 
R E G 2 E 3 S I 0 N 
Eauation ~Jurnber l Dependent Variable . . REL 
.. • * * 
Variables in the Equation ------------------
1
·..' ctriable B SE ::-< Beta T Sig T 
HR 0 5 (183 (11670 2s2e.1 .:, . 043 (1(12'3 
( C 1:1Y1st al'1 "t) .:.8 . 58748 1. 5247 1+ 31. 866 · :H)1~J(I 
------------- Variables not in the Equation 
'..)ariable C<eta I,.., Part ial M i ·n Toler T Si g T 
FH 1~1'3E. ,32 : ')028 39873 122 262.:-i 
>-i iJT - 1 1 ~~ l ''.+ - : 1.:1 ·+06 ;-i:;.·.::29 - :.::s . 2 J"+62 
DIS <> 1 '.:..::.; 1.)1 5G5 ·3E.~ ':12 174 862 •) 
.::. i'"1d ::il.:·c k. ;· J1.1rn oe r"' 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 169 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
Listwise Del~~ic:n of Missing Data 
Eq1Jatii:·r1 N•.trncer Dependent Variable .• EXT 
Beginning Block Number 1. Method: Stepwise 
Page 55 SPSS/l=•C+ 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I 0 N 
Equat ic•r1 Nurnoe·r l Dependent Variable •• 
Variable(s) ~ntered on Step Number 
1.. AUT 
:>11.1 l ti ;;le R 
R Squa "r""e 
. Ad .ju~t ed R Sq u ar~ 
St a·ndard Errt::1 'r"' 
• 231i+7 
. (184'35 
.07753 
0.55534 
Analysis o~ Variance 
F~eqr essi1:1t·r 
Residual 
DF 
1 -.~ .::....; 
Surn i:1f Sqi..1ares 
500.22535 
5387 .. 362'51 
Si gr1i f F ~ .. (ll)(1'3 
Page 56 SPSS/PC+-
EXT 
Mear1 Sqltare 
500.225:.6 
43. 102.7 1 
M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S 0 N 
EqL1ation NttMOer l Dependent Variable .• EXT 
.. * * * 
.. * * • 
------------------ Variab les in the Equation ------------------
Variable 
AUT 
i: c.:1r-1s t 
'..'~1.r "' l ao i.: 
FH 
D: ::; 
B SE B Beta T 
- 11337 • (12:504 - 2'3147 -...::-. 407 
t ) =8. 77927 2. '37'3~) 2 1 '3. 731 
· ---- ·.· \r"' ict bles ·r"1c•t ir1 t~.e Equation 
Ee a Ir1 Partial 
l 3711 
1.:'+ '3 6 1=.. 
15262 
;:•I 1·.1 
MiY-1 Tciler 
.- 2223 
T Sig T 
: . 541 • 1258 
: . 688 . r)3,:~.:1 
-1. 720 . 0880 
Sig T 
• (lr)(l '3 
0000 
Fathers, God, & SWB - 170 
~1ULTIPLE R E G R E S S I 0 N 
DepEndent Variable .. SWB 
1. Method: Stepwise 
IJari aol2 ( ~ J ~nt ered on Step Number 
1.. AR 
R Squar9' 
Adjusted R Square 
Star1dard Errt:•r 
• (18823 
.080 '33 
11.56297 
Anal y sis of Variance 
Regress i 1: i1··1 
Residual 
OF 
125 
Sltrn c•f Squares 
1617. 19324 
15712.77527 
F = Sigl'oif F = . 0(107 
Page 58 SPSS / PC+ 
Mean SqL1are 
1617. 19324 
133.70220 
i'1 LI L.TIPLE R ~ G R E 3 S I 0 N 
Dependent Variable .. SWB 
* + * 
------------------ Variables in the Equatic•n ------------------
8 :::.E 8 3 e t 
·='\ s i g T 
AR (l'3E. i=. <:1 0 276.6 2'37 0 3 ~· 478 0(10 7 
'3 ::;. '3'322S 2. 52 1+90 3 7 226 t)OO •) 
------------- ' /~n"" i ables r1c1t i-r1 the Equatio·,.-, 
'·Jar i ao le Be-c a I r1 Part ial Mil'1 T•:• 1 er T Sig T 
FH 12526 13215 '3987'3 1. 485 1402 
AUT - 1 '+ .30 4 - 127' .3 l 72228 -1. l+23 .!. :SS 4 
DIS - (1,3::;53 - 0 365'.S 36452 - 407 6845 
E n d 3 ! ·:·C ~ Nur:1ber PIN . (15(1 Limi ~ s reached. 
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VITA 
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8acnelor 0£ Arts, 1982 
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Master 0£ Arts, 1984 
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September 19&3 - December 19~3 
Raphael rlouse 
Por;:land , Oreqon 
Counselor & lntake Worker 
September 198~ - June 1984 
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Port.1.ano, Ore9on 
Child Therapist 
January 1~84 - June l~84 
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Albany, uregon 
Family Therapist & Psychological Assessor 
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